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CHAPTER I
GRO'TTH OF VOCATIOIvAL GUIDANCE
COITSIDERATION OF THE QUESTION OF LIPE-V/ORK IS INESCAPABLE
Parents, teachers, and all persons interested in a better
civilization through, whatever line of effort are interested in
Vocational Guidance. Every parent or guardian inevitably should
raise the question as to what life work will result in the great-
est satisfaction or success for the one for whom he wishes the
best,
Sone vrriters believe that Vocational Guidance is as old as
civilization. Co-operative effort in civilization has brought
division of labor. Thus a choice of one's work must be made.
The thoughtful person must at sone age raise this question
and desire to obtain a reasonable answer. The answer though
best for present conditions is not a fixed one for all time or
under different conditions.
Society must also consider the person, "who takes life as
it cones," Tliis person follows an entirely different course
from one who attempts to shape or build his life. If a parent
gives thought to his child's case or is able to lead him, it v/ill
be better for society,
BOSTON VOCATION BUREAU
Tlie term "Vocational Guidance" has not at the present
writing a uniform meaning, however, the broadest interpretation
is obvious, "The Vocational Guidance Movement"-"- by Mr, John M,
Brev/er traces the grov/th of vocational guidance very v/ell. In
-"-"The Vocational Guidance Movement" By Brewer
The Macmillan Co. 1918
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that text T.Ir. Brewer credits the beginning of real vocational
guidance to Mr. Frank Parsons and his book "Choosing a Vocation"
The civic Service House was organized in Boston in 1901, Here
Mr. Parsons demonstrated his theory of counseling. Later this
work was aided and continued by the Boston Vocation Bureau which
was organized in 1908, The follov;ing year brought Meyer Bloom-
field and Frederick J, Allen into the guidance field. These
men were faithful missionaries of guidance and continued the work
at the bureau until the organization of the United States Ship-
ping Board. Under this boaxd the work progressed by strides.
Soon the United States Shipping Board transferred the field of
work to the Graduate School of Education at Harvard University,
For the past few years "The Vocational Guidance Magazine" has
been edited and published by The Bureau of Vocational Guidance,
Graduate School of Education, Harvard University.
Courses in Vocational Guidance have been given at Boston
University, Harvard, and under the supervision of Massachusetts
Extension Courses, Similar courses at Columbia and other uni-
versities have done much to provided a wider understanding of the
problem.
In 1915 the Boston School Department in co-operation with
the Vocation Bureau established for the City of Boston a depart-
ment of Vocational Guidance. This action led to systematic and
thorough work in the schools of Boston, Since 1915 similar
provision for well organized v;ork has been made by Nev/ York,
Providence, Chicago,, Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Philadelphia, Cleve-
land and other cities leading in educational practices.
Indirectly, during the years from 1900 or from its founding
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to its transfer to HarTard the Vocation Bureau gave attention to
consultation with adults in regard to the choice or change of life
work. These consultations always carried on with tne hope to
reniedy these cases of "Misfits", Studies of many occupations
in order to secure exact information for such counseling have
been niade "by .iJt, Allen, Dr. Brewer and other men and women. As
a result of these studies there came a shift of emphasis from
cure to preventi A shift from dealing with people not success-
fully employed to guiding so that unsatisfactory adjustment
should not occur often, here begins the entrance of the movement
into the progressive school systems of the country. Yet, there
remained an important work to "be done by the Y. C. A. and
many other social organizations of a similar type, for persons
outslie of the regular school influence.
It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss or compare
the details of orgfunizati m in cities, yet the similarity of aim
has resulted to a great degree in the similarity of form. In
general a Vocational Guidance Department of most city school
systems will have one person acting as head of the department.
An office, centrally located provides for collecting, arranging,
and making available for use in the schools all occupational in-
formation which will be of value to tne department. Advisors or
counselors in elementary, junior and senior high, and special
schools must supervise and aid in the guiding, placijig and follow-
up work. Close co-operation v/ith the attendance department is
an absolute necessity. In the educational program under the
head of guidance information regarding vocational opportunities,
08 griii;'
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4educational opportunities, ana tne opportunities ol'i'erecL by-
local industries may be presented. This kind of information
tends to awaken vocational interests. An arrangement of this
type results in the greatest good through active co-operative
effort. Various kinds of placement work can be accomplished.
Permanent placement, readjustment or temporary employment for
summer seas n may "be included. Part time work after school
hours and m Saturday may also be included. Follow-up w'jrk is
of a much m-^re definite nature. Value in follow-up is in
thoroughness. If thoroughness is ace :)mplished the influence of
the school will be felt in the home and in industry. If the
foilow-up is effective there will be less work to be done by the
many other agencies for social efficiency,
ELTHASIS XTPdli VAJ.UE OF LIFE CAREER k )TIVE
In 1"'10, Charles W. Eliot delivered an address before the
National Education Association upon the subject, "Value During
Education of the Life-Career Motive".* That motive would aid In
making school work vital for any pupil. Motivation of school
wTrk is easily accomplished by a v/ise teacher through the use of
Vocational Guidance,
VOCATIONAL AiND MORAL GUIi>AimCE
In Grand Rapids** emphasis upon Guidance and the Life -career
Motive had been started by Dr. Jesse B. Davis as a means of
vitalizing the work in English composition. A full account of
this is presented in his book "Vocational and Moral Guidance",
The appearance of the word "Xoral". in the title was a new view-
* N. E. A. Report - 1910
**"Vocational and Moral Guidance" by J. B. Davis
Ginn & Co, 1914
f
5point. This was due to the conviction that such counsel is far
too important a factor in success to "be omitted or to be assuned
to "be understood in the shorter term "Vocational Guidance".
GUll^AJXUE AadOUlATIOiNS
A meeting of those interested in Vocational Guidance was
called in Boston in I'^IO. The outcome of this meeting was the
formation of a National Vocational Guidance Association in 1913,
Since the formation of that association many "branch associations
have been formed in various parts of tne country.
The interest in the -ovement is indicated "by the widespread
location of new associations. Some of the p.ctive associations
are
:
Teachers College - New York
Cincinnati
Denver, Colorado
Connecticut
Dallas, Texas
Dayton, Ohio
Detroit, Michigan
Des Koines, Iowa
Kansas City, Kansas
Baltimore
,
I.Iaryland
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Minne apolis
Lincoln, Nebraska
New England
Trenton New Jersey
Orleans, he^i Orleans
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Cleveland, Ohio
Philadelphia, Pa.
Providence, R. 1,
Seattle, Washington
Los Angeles, California
Washington, D. C.
Chicago, Illinois
Rochester, N, Y.
Missouri
Northeastern Ohio
Western Pennsylvania
Southern California
cc
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CHAPTER II
TiLHj LrUluAiNUE FUriGTUr^ OF Th^ JUNIOR KIGh SCHUUL
KELA'i*iOi>iiitilP OF VOCATiOwAL GuIDAinUE mOVEI^WI' Ai^i>
THE JuwlOR hlUii SCHOOL
Although 'beginning from diverse sources the Junior High
School and Vocational Guidance movements have much in common.
The underlying princiole of "both movements is tne effort to
stimulate in each person a desire to reach a worth while place
in life and to endeavor to have this desire wisely directed.
The o"bjective of Vocational Guidance is to aid one in choosing
his wirk, prepajring for it and to acquire promotion or make
progress in it. Yet with the Junior High School, since it nas
to deal with many who must soon enter some definite form of
employment, the av/aJcening of a real interest or discovery of a
decided preference, aids in the adjustment of the individual to
society's needs.
A choice once made may "be permanent or temporary. In either
case, it has the value of motivating education. If no definite
choice is made, information as to life's opportunities form a
tasis for a wise consideration of the problem at a later date.
Being able to maJce a decision that certain fielas are desirable
and other fields undesirable, has the important value of limiting
the field from which a choice may be made. Thus guidance is a
matter of direction rather than an exact placement of an indiv-
iaual in society. If the adolescent age is the time when children
accept influences of character sjid ambition, the Junior High
School should offer a great opportunity for Guidance,
c
7Junior High Schools formed and supervised under generally
accepted standards set up by our best educators strive to proviae
pupils with vocational guidance. In other words a pupil enter-
ing a Junior High School with a co-operative spirit and enthusi-
asm is likely to find there many interests to call forth his
"best efforts. And "by this p-cti^n maJce a natural choice for his
world experience. If "by the close of the Junior High school
period he has n-^t made a definite life-career choice he undoubted-
ly is pursuing a course in the right direction. Junior High
School puoils should he guided in such a manner that they may
locate themselves in a course favorahle to their abilities and
environment. Of course only a few v/iil he encouraged to ma^e
their life-career choice during this period; but encouraged to
ohtain many ana varied experiences. Thus "being "better able to
make a v/iser choice of a liie-career during the high school or
college period. We find among aaults so few who are doing the
work which they intended, to do in childhood, so few who have
carefully olanned their career in life from the beginning and
followed its course in detail, and so many who have succeeded
through various and apparently unrelated lines of endeavor, that
we are giving a real worthwhile educational value if a pupil is
aavancing in a purposeful, enthusiastic and enjoya"ble manner,
Ei^UCATIOfjAL REOHlxArjlZATlUfj CALLiSD i?'UH BY aUUIETY
It is not possible or desirahle to limit guidance to any
one type of school or to individuals of one age. However, for
large numhers the Junior High School offers a splendid oppor-
tunity.
Previous to the organization of the Junior High School
there v;as a general irrpression that secondary education v/as
.TIk
8delayed too long. Many educators advocated the change, now
adopted "by several cities, the six - three - three plan. The
large mjiabers v/ho dropped out of school in the upper granimar
grades and the early years of high school could not be explained
wholly on the ground of economic need in the home. School
organizers were failing to meet the needs of many children,
Charles W, Eliot earnestly called for the "shortening and enrich-
ment of school programs," The aim v/as not to have pupils leave
school sooner, hut to bring about a situation such that they
v/ould enter life with a better equipment whenever they did leave.
To meet the needs of the larger number of pupils whom the
schools had failed to retain, it was necessary to consider indi-
vidual needs. Immediately, tlie child became the center of edu-
cational plans rather than subject matter. Public schools sup-
ported by public funds could not continue to follow the policy
where real benefits were derived by only a few. Even for nation-
al security we can no longer trust to the skill of a few.
Moreover, changes in society have been such as to place
nev/ burdens on secondary education. For the common v/elfare of
all, and in order to solve the complicated problems of our
present social order, larger nurabers must have more than an
elementary education. In training larger numbers beyond ele-
mentary education, a far greater need is found for guidance.
The larger city school systems have a department of Vo-
cational Guidance. Usually this department surveys the community
r— J
for all occupational information. Various school counselors
may use this information in addition to that of a wider scope.
The attendance deppTtzient aids much in the w^rk of placement,
Puoils who have reached the age where they are legally able to
enter employment are aided in securing work for which they are
best fitted. Many tirr.es in the process of follow-up these boys
ana girls may be persuaded t^ return to school or to study part-
time courses which will be of value in obtaining promotion,
S?ii;CIAL AIMiS AUD FUNCTl OF {iUijJAiH^E
Guidance work in the Junior High School is very important
as it involves a supervision of the course choices of each pupil
in the school. The department ought to be well organized so
that information can be gptnered from the home, the h~ime-room
teacher, the subject teacher, the club sponsor and other contacts
having valuable information. study for each individual of the
results of tests and measurements used in the scn^Dl togetner
with his achievement records should be made. The accomplish-
ments a counselor is -easured by the qualities character
and skill which enables '-ne to gain cuickly the complete c mfi-
dence and co-ooerati^n of the puDil, plus ability to Judge wisely
a puDil's abilities and possibilities. The amount of time v/hich
a counselor is able to give influences his results. If a
counselor is able to give full-time to the v/ork, it is possible
to find many new and worthwhile aids continually. Literature on
the subject is increasing and also improving in value to the
average wupil.
Today from the guidance department or from the adm.inistrative
offices of the school department pamphlets are sent out to the
c• 4. -, iVT»r '-
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homes explaining the curses of study offered in the school and
the line of life-work for which these courses prepare. Such
material is usually sent at the time pupils ere to enter Senior
High School and a choice of course needs to "be made.
Classes in Vocational Guidance are included in the program
of studies for the Junior High School. This may "be continuous
throughout the three years or only for certain semesters of the
Junior High school period. The value ?f this Viork depends chief-
ly upon the teacher as the text-hooks on the suh ject have not
"been scientifically or carefully worked out. In most cases the
work is carried on "by an adaptation of the socialized recitation
method, involving pupil reports and class discussions of the
various advantages and disadvantages of a series of occupations,
A vital method of presenting this occupational information is hy
class visits to various local business or industrial plants.
Many industries today are open to public inspection and make a
practice of providing guides for visitors. Considerable illus-
trated material is obtainable from companies advertising in an
educational manner. Sometimes companies are willing to provide
lecturers well qualified and especially equipped with illustrated
material, lantern slides, or motion pictures to present infor-
mation to the pupils.
Such a plan should motivate the problems in commercial
geography and community civics. In actual practice the extent to
which such information is utilized for definite vocational
jfuidance differs widely.
WAYS BY V;HICH AIMS ARE TO BE REALIZED Al^D FUNCTIQjnS ASSURED
In most Junior High Schools the principal assumes the
9a-
fTT'
responsibility for such guidance as is given. Many times this
means a personal conference once or twice a year regarding choice
of course. Other times it means counseling only v/ith the pupils
having special problems or those that seek advice. In some
school systems it takes the form of a formal talk before sixth
grade children about to enter Junior High School or to those
about to enter Senior High School, This system has a general
value, but it fails to reach the need of the individual pupil. In
no case does a principal with the average Junior High School en-
rollment have time enough to enable him to do the guidance work
for the v;hole sciiool as thoroughly as it ought to be done. The
best any principal can hope for is to be sure that he has chance
for consultation in the most difficult cases.
In a great many Junior High Schools, clubs, pupil activities,
and curricular interests are conducted with the intention of
providing vocational g-uidance information and interests. Even in
Junior High School where the aim is not specific these activities
awaken the pupils interests, aid in discovering abilities and in
arousing ambitions.
Individual subject teachers have done effective work in
guidance especially in those subjects which are valuable giving
an opportunity for exploration. In shop v/ork for boys exploration
may be provided by a great deal of illustrated material drawn from
various sources. For many cities and especially small towns this
problem can be best solved by the adoption of the "general shop",
Newkirk and Stoddard in their text "The General Shop" give the

following seven advantages for it:
1, "it is well adapted to the organization of industrial
arts, content in the light of the general education,
exploration, and guidance aims of the Junior High
School,
2« It permits students to be treated as individuals with
due respect for their differences in interest and
capacity,
3, It enables a student to discover his abilities and
aptitudes tlirough manipulation of a v;ide range of
materials, tools, and processes.
4, It offers an economical way to gain experience in many
activities
.
5, It makes possible an adequate industrial-arts program
for the small school,
6, It stimulates the setting up of a well planned shop and
a carefully organized teaching content,
7, It increases teacher efficiency,"
The "general shop" provides each pupil opportunities to use
a v;ide variety of tools and materials. By this plan a pupil may
complete as many projects as his ability will permit.
At present there is no set type of "general shop". It may
be one large room divided into various units coiisidering many
different trade processes. It may be a "home -mechanics shop"
which present problems in metal work, electrical work, woodwork,
wood finishing, and general repairs. In many cities the "general
shop" is a "general wood shop", "general metal shop" or a "general
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arts and crafts shop", Tlie "general wood shop" divided into bench
woodwork, cabinet-making, pattern-making, carpentry, and mill-
work. The "general metal shop" including forging, sheet metal
work, machine shop work and ? little foundry work. Divisions
common to a "general arts and crafts shop are tooled leather work,
weaving, painting, carving and art metal work. The less formal
class organization in the teaching of such subjects tends to give
opportunity for closer personal contact and understanding between
pupil and teacher.
Teachers of Social Studies are able to present much in the
way of occupational information and to teach much of guidance if
the fact material is interpreted with an elementary emphasis upon
the sociological and economic aspect. Social Studies provide
methods of developing sympathetic understandings am.ong individuals
and groups with different environments. These studies also lead
to an appreciation of the interdependencies existing among them.
Many prejudices are the outgrowth of ignorance and such hostilities
are removed by understanding. Occupational information may be
advanced especially when an occupation is closely related to Geogra-
phy, Namely, agriculture, mining, manufacturing, commerce, and
some industrial groups. Social Studies enrich the life and ex-
perience of the pu^f'il by affording a vision of environment that is
as v/ide as the v/orld itself nnd not one bounded by the horizon of
the region in which we live. In civics emphasis is placed on the
ideas and ideals of democracy; plus the responsibility and oppor-
tunity of citizenship. Here also moral and ethical problems may
be made valuable. As the child is the center of education so
should the American government be the central theme of the civics

course, Whether the topic under consideration be banking, taxation
railroads, public health, irmaigration, labor conditions, poverty,
charity or crime it cannot be discussed intelligently without refer
ence to governmental powers.
Much of the general English study may be motivated and made
effective if subjects are chosen from problems relating to a life-
career, Jesse B, Davis in his book "Vocational and I.Ioral Guidance"
presents a v/orkable plan for correlating the study of English and
Guidance, In practice his plan provides a special topic for empha-
sis in each grade from six to twelve inclusive. The topics given
are
:
Seventh grade - Vocational Ambition
Eighth grade - The Value of Education
Ninth grade - The Elements of Character that make for Success
Tenth grade - Choosing a Vocation
Eleventh grade - Preparation for One's Life-work
Vocational Ethics
Twelfth grade - Social Ethics
Civic Ethics
The method by which this plan can be made fit the three years
of Junior High School is easily recognized. The work in English
literature and oral English may also be effectively used as a part
of such a plan. Every subject teacher should so present the ma-
terial that v;hatever has value for the purpose of guidance may not
be lost. Yet, on the other hand care must be taken to avoid making
the guidance idea so conspicuous that the pupil v/ill tire of it.
In the Junior High School the home room teacher has inherited
much of the responsibility of the old class room teacher of the
grammar school where no departmentalization was practiced. In
most Junior High Schools of today she is expected to keep a close
personal contact with home room pupils and to become familiar v;ith
r
the home background of each pupil so as to be better able to act
as guide. It is her Job to know each pupil's achievement in all
subjects and to confer with pupils having difficulty in any study.
After consultation she may suggest change of course where it may
seem v/ise or aid in solving disciplinary problems. The home room
teacher with many special skills and a strong personality makes
this portion of her v/ork valuable to the pupils rather than just
a task of inevitable routine. At the close of this chapter is a
v/orkable guidance program for Junior High School home room units
providing one period each week is allotted in the program. This
program is still in the experimental stage but has been very help-
ful. Of course the value of such a program depends entirely upon
the interest of the teachers in the subject.
If it is our desire to have as fev; pupils as possible drop
out of school during the seventh, eighth and ninth grades vocational
g^jiidance may be chiefly educational guidance. This may be ac-
complished without an elaborate organization. Of course the
extent of the task will vary with local needs and conditions.
\
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GUIDANCE PROGRAM
INTRODUCTORY STATEI.'IENT
The experimental guidance program oiatlined in the follov/ing
pages presents the unifying elements of the v/ork in guidance of
the Junior High School, ^omerville, Massachuset fcs
.
USES OP THE PROGRAM
The guidance program is used by the home room teachers during
a constant period in the school program designated for that specific
purpose and during the time in the morning before the regular school
prograra of studies begins.
The principal of the school or the director of guidance at
intervals call the home room teachers together that a particular
problem of guidance may be attacked in unison and that the inform-
ation may be definite. By this method most of the pupils of the
school are reached during the same period. There are times when
the pupils of the school as a whole need to consider such topics
as Adjustments, Attendance, Punctuality, The Use of a Study Period,
School Spirit and Responsibility and Trustworthiness that the school
may function properly. Other topics suitable for special classes or
special occasions are used as the need arises. Of course most tea-
chers have supplementary material selected from various sources to
aid in carrying out the idea of the program.
METHODS EMPLOYED
Teachers are not required to use any set method in relation
to the guidance program. Usually the guidance director meets with
the home room teachers and indirectly suggests a method of approach
which he feels would bring about the desired results. Many times
the pupils are given topics of the outline for preparation and dis-
cussions .The results are very gratifying and helpful in i: he management
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of the school. Some subjects such as course choices are "best presented
by the teachers as the experiences of the pupils are not sufficient
for sound judgment.
• The guidance program is brought up to date after each present-
ation of the subject. This is done by adopting the suggestions of
the teachers which they feel would be beneficial.

GUlDAi^iCE PROu-RAAi
Pro"blems of Adjustment
A, Pupils' progrcun card
1. Does he understand it?
2. Is it correct?
3. Importance of permanent possession of
program card.
4. Change program card whenever a suTDject or
number is cnanged.
B, The Teacners
1. Names of,
2. Get acquainted with.
3. Take your problems to them; but especially
to homeroom teacher who is tne adviser and
guiae,
C, The Pupils
1. Association of pupils with one another--
importance of,
2. Loyalty to the homeroom group,
3. Conduct in corridors.
a. Single file (reason for)
"b. File with despatch (why)
c. Without talking
d. Keep away from walls
e. Use nearest stairway
f . Cross on corridor where room is located
The Before School Period
A, Use of, --study
B, Puoils not to leave room without permission from teacher
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II The Before School Period (Continued)
C, Teacher cannot grant permission except when recuest
is urgent
III The Recess Period
A. Use of Toilets
B. All pupils go out-of-doors in fair weather and are
not to come into building until "bell rings
C. Pupils not to leave school grounds
IV The Lunch Period
A. Classes file to Lunch Room
B. All eatir^ must be done in the Lunch Room only
C. Buy checks in advance if possible
1. Reasons for
D. Pupils must not leave the school grounds
E. All pupils must go out of doors as soon as they
eat their lunch
F. Use center stairs only (Separate stairs for
boys and girls)
G. Use only basement toilets at lunch time;
corridor toilets only at recitation time
H. Refuse in baskets
Y Dismissal
A. All puDils must leave building immediately at close
of school, except those who are detained by teachers
B. Home-room organization
VI Books
A. Care of:
1. Where money comes from to buy books
VI
il 90'
st e
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2. Privilege of use
3. Cleanliness--f or use of others as v/ell
4. Books not depositories for papers
B, Periodic inspection "by home-room teacher and master
C, Properly labelled and numbered
D, Pupils responsible for lost books. Subject teacher
and home -room teacher makes report for office
VII Care of Building and Furniture
A. Cost of School Buildings
B. Source of money supply
C. Pride in appearance
D. Use of pencils, rulers, etc, when passing in corridors
E. Any markings on v/alls, desks, etc. considered a very
serious offence.
F. All cases to be reported to office
G. Pupils pay for dam.age done
H. School Motto: "We are proud of our School; let us
keep it so that v/e shall always be proud of it."
c0T9 ,B>:
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Il^TELLIGEKT USE OF STUDY PERIOD
Reason for and Keed of the Study Period
A. To shorten time spent in home study
^. To train child to study
C. To afford opportunity for consulting reference books
r. To provide chance for expert assistance
How to Maice Best Use of Time
A. General survey of assignments
1, Are they understood? Emphasize value of a well
kept assignment "book
2, What subject should be given precedencev Bring
out fact that each pupil has right to decide
for himself
B. Economy of time
1. Begin at once
E. Make full use of every moment
3, Y/ise use of allotted tire allows a longer out-
door period for relaxation
Benefits Derived from this Period
A. Training of judgment. Illustrate
B. Strengthening of previous preparation
C. Acouisition of additional knowledge
D. Development of stuay habit
E. Inspiration derived from an atmosphere of study
IIJTELLK^EWT USE OF H'JKE STUDY PERIOD
Time
A. Definite --be fore or al'ter supper
B, Length of study period
ox 8
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II Place
A. Home --alone or v/ith family?
B. Friend's home. Is this advisable?
C. Public Library. Study here before supper
III Importance
A. Social pleasures must not interfere with home study
B. Necessary for advancement in school life
C. Basis of success in future life
IV Bibliography
A. Just over the Hill--Slattery Chapter VII, Concentration
7 Quotations
A. "Whenever a task is set for you,
Don't idly sit and view it;
Nor be content to wish it done,
Begin st once to do it,"
B. "Work while you work, play while you play:
That is the way to be cheerful and gay.
All that you do, do with your might:
Things done by halves are never done right,"
C. "Pleasure conies through toil and not by self-indulgence,
When one gets to love work, his life is a happy one,"
1Cl
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I Significance of the words "attend" and "attendance".
A. "Attend" - to apply the mind to; to direct the
attention to; to fix the mind upon; to give heed to;
to be present; to listen; to heed,
B. "Attenaance" - the fact of being present; presence.
C. "Attendance" implies not only to be present in body
but to be mentally attentive,
II Importance of attendance in the oninion of educators.
A, "The Foundations of All Success"
"Vocational Guidance" J, Adams Puffer
Page 260 (last paragraph ) through 261
B, Page 280: 2—
6
C, "The Management of a City School." Arthur Perry Jr,
Page 2^1; second paragraph through "his loss".
III State I^eouirements- -Massachusetts School Laws
A. Compulsory Attendance
1, Age limit -- 16 years
2, Continuation schools--14--16 years
a, V/ork certificate
b. Hours of labor
3, Tendency toward extension of compulsory attendance
4, National enforcement pending
5, Penalties for non-attendance
IT City of Somerville Requirements
A. Attendance of puoils
1. "Public Schools--Rales and Regulations,
City of Somerville, Massachusetts" Sec, 116
B. Suspensi m for absence.
1, "Public Schools--Rules and Regulations" Sec, 117
c
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V Importance of regular attendance at school
A. The habit of regularly attending to work is formed
B. The pupil receives the benefit of consecutive teaching
C. Regular attendance is the foe of discouragement
D. The effort to be in the proper place at tne proper
time is rewarded by self-respect
E. Attendance at school is the "job" of every boy and girl
1, Harks are "pay envelopes"
2, Each yearns good work is the "business success"
of pupils
3, Such habits are foundations of future advancement
F. Regular attendance develops ability
G. Reg^jlar attendajice develoDs sense of responsibility
h. Regular attendance develoos a high type of citizenship
1, Intelligent citizens mean intelligent voters
2, Intelligent voters mean intelligent communities,
states and nations
VI Necessity for regularity in attending to duties
A. Evidenced by different industries
1, Fireman
a. Depended upon by community
b. Disastrous result if firemen dici not
respond to calls as expected
(1) Fines
(2) Dismissal from seiwice
2, Industrial workers
a. Progress in formation of manufactured
product needs regular, systematic industry
r
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b. No worker has the right to stop his
share of right activity without just cause
Fi Sherman
a. Regular visits to trawls and traps
Forest supervisors
a. To select mature trees
I), To cut lumber at time when nature furnishes
helpful conditions
(1) Snow for sleds
(E) Free shoots for transportation of
logs
Farmer
a. Regular attention to crop needs
(1) Loss of crops, rroney, and tire
through neglect
(S) Marketing of proaucts at proper time
Miner
a. Production of coal
(1) Regular work renuired to supply
needs at proper prices
(2) Disastrous results of coal strikes
--"lack of attendance"
Professional careers
a. Lack of regular attention to business
breeds slothfulness
b. Regular attention to duty insures success.
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DUTIES OF LEADERS Ai.^D i?'OLjLOWErtS
I Of the Leader
A. Conduct
1, Bel'i tting--dignity of
2. Necessity for
B. Dependability
1. Why essential? "A chain is as strong as its
weskest link,"
C. Fairness
1, Importance of
a. To leader
b. To other put^ils
D. Commands
1. Cheerfully and ^uietly given
2. Results of
E. "Hands off" policy
II Of the follower
A. Cooperation with leader by
1. Recognition of officers* authority as shown by
a. Obedience
(1) Prompt
(2) Willing
b. Politeness
CD When addressed
(2) Courteous recognition of any mis-
demeanor with earnest intent to irp.prove
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THE RIGHT AT21TUvi^ TOWARD HOLjLHi^& OFFICE SCHOOL UOVEiU^MENT
The office itself
A, Why created
B. Benefits derived
1. By individual
2. By school
C. PUTDil participation in social control
1. In home room
a. Wise choice of class officers
"b. Relation of officers to class raemhers
c. Relation of class members to officers
d. The criterion of an efficient classroom
organization
(1) Development of pupil's moral sense
of right and ;vrong
(2) Development of individual responsi-
bility
(3) Marked disapproval of wrong doing
Illustrati on
During the absence of the teacher from a
class room in this city, a slight disturbance
arose. Upon her return an o^nortunity was
given tne offender to "own up", but he failed
to do so. The teacher expressed her regret at
losing confidence in the class, saying, "1 do
not Imow wno is at fault; wnenever I look: at
any one the thought may come to me 'He perhaps
is the guilty one, who ha^^^ing had his fun, v;ill
e
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JNot pay the penalty.*"
Thereupon one of the boys arose -ana said,
"I did not do it, Miss X. If any one thinks
I did, I want him to say so." One after another
stood up and all made the same statement, until
the last boy, red in tne lace, declared his
innocence and called upon the boj'-s to witness
the truth of his assertion. A chorus of "You
did it" sent the boy to his seat with head bowed
in shame.
Characteristics necessary to hold office
A. A in deportment
B. Conscientious student
C. Self reliance
D. Star.ina
E. Attributes of a good leader
1. Personality
2. Desire for service--not self glorification
3. Fearlessness
4. A sense of justice
5. Not too officious
6. Executive ability
Note--Desire for service may be taught by comparison of
lives of V/ashington and Napoleon; a sense or justice
by life of Lincoln; fearlessness Dy life of Roosevelt.
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QUALliJ-IGATIOKS jj'OH CLAbb OJjVIOiilKS
Character
A. Disposition
1, Cheenulness
2. Co-operation
B. Open mindecLness
C. Unselfishness
D. Courtesy, politeness
E. Good breeding
F. Honesty
G. Good moral influence
Personality
A. Leadership: commands respect
B. Initiative
C. Enthusiasm
D. Activities
Scholarship
A. A grade of scholarship for the three years of Junior
High School that might be classified as "good ,"
B. This grading of good to he determined by judging the
pupil *s general ability and classifying him as "good"
in a scale of "excellent", "good", "fair", "poor",
"failure"
.
C. Particular attention should be paia to a marked improve-
ment in the Duoil's Junior High School progress. That
is, his more recent marks should carry more weight than
his former mark^.
T
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SELF-RELIAj^JCE
Overcoming difficulties without assistance from others
A. Read and discuss, "A Message to Garcia" ("Patriotic
Reader"--Bonais, Holtz, Smith; of which we have a set.) or
Discuss sections of "RotDinson Crusoe" or the "awiss Family
Robinson" which illustrate self-reliance,
B. Pupils add experiences of their own in making or mend-
ing articles when adeouate supplies were unobtainable;
in solving by their own ingenuity or persistamce diffi-
culties met in carrying out their own schemes, games,
and activities of all kinds,
C. Develop from this the fact th?,t hajrd thinking and effort
can solve most difficulties. Such self-reliance brings
satisfaction and a sense of power. It develops a force-
ful character,
D. Inauire:--
1. If you wished to know the date and there were no
calendar- -ask the teacher?
2. If you could not spell a word, necessary in your
compositi on--ask the girl behind youV
3. If your mother usually slept late in the morning
and dia not get you up in time for school";
4. If you were as':ed for information about "Writs
of Assistance", for example, and the teacner did
not teli- you on what page your history to look.
5. If you knew the lesson was Chapter VI but you
did not know tne page number- -interrupt the classv
(Use table of contents)
rI
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II Moral Self-Reiiance
A. Discuss and leave on the board for a Tew days, this
quotation from Lowell^ s "Present Crisis" :--
"Then to side with Truth is noble when we share her
m
wretched crust,
Ere her cause bring fane and profit and 'tis prosperous
to be just;
Then it is the brave man chooses, while the coward
stands aside
,
Doubting in his abject spirit, till his Lord is
crucified
,
And the multitude make virtue of the faith they had
denied.
"
B. Shall we choose according t) the "crowd" or think
ouestions out for ourselves?
C. Others r:ay help in teaching us how to think, but one
should decide for oneself wnat to think.
D. Having decided, shall we not be self-reliant enough to
act accordingly?
III Characters for illustration of topic
A. Samuel Adams
B. Theodore Roosevelt
C. Henry Ford
D. Roger Willams
ly Quotations
A. "Be sure you're right, then go ahead." Crockett
B. "We should never trouble others to do for us what we
,j4 can do for ourselves."
c.A
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"Let XLS have faith that right makes might and in that
faith let us dare to do our duty as we understand it.
Abraham Lincoln
"V?hen*er a task is set for you,
Don't idly sit and view it,
Nor "be content to wish it acne,
Begin at ->nce and do it,"
"Tnis above all, --to thine own self "be true:
And it must follow as the night the day,
Thou canst mt then be false to any man."
Shakespeare,
(
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SELF-COIMTROL
Introducti on:
"The government of one's self is the only true freedom
for the individual." Frederick Pertnes
"Temperance proof
Against all trials; industry severe
And constant f^s tne motion of the day;
Stern self-denial round him spread with shade
That might be deemed forbidding, did not there
All generous feelings flourish aiid rejoice;
Forbearance, charity in deed and thought,
And resolution comDetent to taJce
Out of the bosom of simT)licity
All that her holy customs recommend." Worasv/orth
Self-Control
A. Definition: self-control is only courage under another
form. It may be regarded as the orime essence of
character. It is in virtue of this nuality that
Shakespeare defines man as a being "locjking before and
after," It forms the chief distinction between man and
mere animal, and, indeed, there can be no true manhood
without it,
B. Impulse
1. Source
2. Result
a. Controlled
(1) Directs to road of prosperity
b. Uncontrolled
(1) Directs to road of ruin
TOl
•J ii> j-
fir; I
"
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C . Value
1. In National life
a. Restraint exhi"bited by colonists
(1) Occupations
(2) Government
(3) Unity
(4) Prosperity
(5) Happiness
II In World War
A. Careful consideration of conditions
B, Wisdom of decision
Note: Here the tepcher may recall Ex-President
Woodrow Wilson's attitude tov/ard the sinking
of the Arabic and other ships previous to
declaring war.
III In Daily life
A. In times of provocation
B. In eniergencies
C. In occupations
D. In contact with others
E. In personality and attitude
IV In School life
A. Attention
B. Concentration
C. Participation in games
D. In times of correction or reprimand
Note; This might prove a proper time to emphasize
the student government organizations.
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V Conclusion
A. Self-control
1. Self-restraint
2. Self -"balance
3. Governed the joint decision of feelings in
coimcil assembled before whom every action shall
have been fully debated and calmly determined--
that it is which education strives to produce,
4. Self-discipline
a. In Business
b. In School
c. At all times
5. Patience
6. Evils of strong temper
7. Self-denial
8. Forbearance of speech
9. Expression of indignation
10. Forbearance toward others.
Quotations
"Neither ought a man to return evil for evil, as many think;
since at no time ought we to do an injury to our neighbor,"
—Plato, B. C. 428-347
"From the good thou shalt know good, but if thou associate
with the bad, thou wilt lose even the sense thou posse ssest,"
—Theognis, B. C. 570-490
"A soft answer turneth away wrath; but grievous words stir
up ange r . " - -Prove rb s
"They are never alone that pre accompanied with noble
thoughts." --Sydney
"My strength is the strength of ten,
c
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Because my heart is pure." —Tennyson
"Be checked, for silence, "but never taxed for speech,"
--Shakespeare
"He who reigns within himself, and rules passions, desires,
and fears, is more than a icing," --Milton
"But it is a matter of high commendation to know how to
command as well as to obey; to do "both these things viell
is the peculiar ouality of a distinguished citizen,"
--Aristotle, B.C. 428
347
Note: The lives of some of our successful men may be
developed in such a way as to bring out the element
of self-control.
Example; Benjamin Franklin
Andrew Carnegie
Andrew Jackson
The simple story of a dog displays this strong characteristic
He learns self-control quickly ana is faithful in the small-
est detail. He will place his master's comfort acove his
own, and, when trained properly, will rather die than fail
hiiu.
!3i
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CO-OPERATION
Co-operation
A. In the school
1. Effort
a. Attention
Responsiveness
c. Preparation
d. Responsibility for attendance and punctuality
2, Respect for property: in, around, and on way from
school
B. Principles of co-operation
1. There must "be law
a. Law effective aid in co-operation; eg,,
lav/ of keeping to the right avoids auto-
molDile accidents in crowded streets.
Id, Law n::>t form of restraint: eg,
,
law which
forces a "boy or girl to remain in school
may seem like restraint, but it is only
his mi sunder stai'i ding of the law v/hich colors
it with restraint, for the law was made in
order that "boys and girls may be prepared
to eajrn their own living thereby assuring
them some chance of happiness,
2. Welfare of the group must he regarded as of greater
importance than that of the individual: eg,, it
might be convenient to keep gasolene in our
cellar for cleansing purposes, but its storage
there would endanger the lives of our families
Hale
:i i. f
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and neighbors, therefore, there is a law against
storing gasolene in onr cellar, and although its
existence may inconvenience us personally, it
is for the good of all.
Every pupil should understand value of service
of those groups to which he "belongs, and be
willing to work earnestly and loyally for tneir
succe ss,
a. What is my home room trying to accomplish
(1) Periect attendance and "ounctuality
(2) Creditable scholarship
(3) Clean floors and neat desks
(4) Ardent support of school activities
Suggestion: Adopt hone room motto at this
point.
"b. 1(Yhat is the aim of the various classes of
which I am a member
(1) To give me an opportunity to earnest-
ly try out the course in any given
subject, so that I may "f i d myself."
(E) To prepare me for my next place in
life, be it a higher grao.e , a higher
school or a job.
(3) To do a just and fair amount of work
in the course,
c. y,niat is my club trying to accomplish
(1) Pleasant social relationships
(2) Correct use of parliamentary law
CI
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(3) To inspire its members to work ardent-
ly for the purpose for which the
club was formed
d. What is my school trying to accomplish
(1) To prepare me for worthy home
membership
(2) To prepare me for v/orthy citizen-
ship
e, \Vhat is my respor^si bility to each of
these groups
(1) To understand what each group is
trying to accomplish
(2) To watch and observe until I can
see for myself that no group can
achieve success without the willing
work of every member
(3) Understanding what my part is, do
it cheerfully.
C, Characters for illustration of topic:
1. Abraham Lincoln
2. General U. S. Grant
3. Herbert C. Hoover
D. Quotations
1. "Put your shoulder to the v;heel,"
2, "Not v/hat we give, but v/hat we shsxe
,
For the gift without the giver is bare;
IVho gives himself with his 8,lm.s feeds three
,
Himself,^his hungering neighbor and Me."
—Lowell
r9:
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"I am only one,
But still I arc one.
I C8Jinot do everything,
±511 1 stiij. 1 can no s"*ne thing;
Aiid "because I cannot do everything,
I will not refuse to do the something
I can do,"
--Hale
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^ I Reasons
A. Fable; A grasshopper, half starved with cold and hunger
came to a well stored bee-hive at the approach of winter,
and hunbly begged the bees to relieve his wants with a
few drops of honey.
One of the bees asiced him how he had spent nis
time all summer, and why he had not laid up a store for
the winter.
"Truly," said he "I sT)ent my time merrily in drink-
ing, dancing, and singing and never once thought of
winter,
"
"Our plan is very different," said the bee, "we
work hard in the summer to lay up a store of food against
the season when we forsee we shall want it; but those
who do nothing but drink, and dance ^nd sing in the
summer must expect to starve in tne winter,
B. Display these characteristics
1. Forethought
2. Experience
3. Ma>es one less dependent
4. Wisdom
5. Thoughtfulness
C. Nation is dependent upon the individual wealth
D. Promotes v/ell being of individuals
E. Gives satisfaction and consolation in time of trial
BOX
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II In industry
A. Result
1, Warehouses
2, Mills
3, Shipbuilding
4, Railroads
5, Harbors
6, Doc]-:s
7, Mines of copper, lead, etc.
8* Automobiles
9. Gasoline and oil
10, Conclusion: all industry, commerce and trade is
ae^enaent upon thrifty men who employ and put
labor in motion.
It is a source of ^'^reat ^oower.
III Habit
A, Not dependent on salary
B. Requires common sense
C. It is a power to resist selfish enjoyment
D, Does not reauire intelligence to be a spender
IV Extravagance
A. Savage instinct
1. Suend and forget the morrow
B. Thoughtlessness
C. Lack of accomplishment
D. Keeping up apnearances
E. Living beyond means
F. Exhibits a weakness
1, Result
r
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a. DelDt ecuals disgrace
Poverty eouals imhappine ss
V Methods of economy
A. Spend less than you earn
B. Set portion aside
C. Pay re?dy money
D. Never anticipate uncertain profits by spending them
before they are secured
E. Keep regular amount of all earned and expended
F. Remember the little things compose big things
1. Pennies eoual Dollars etc.
G. Banks Interest Results
TI Results of thrift
A. More hone sty
B. More generosity
C. More justice
D. More se Lf-denigl
E. More educati on
F. kore wi sdom
&. More intelligence
H. More happiness
I. More strength
J. More consiaerati 3n
K. Lower taxes
L. Fewer poor houses
M. Better nation
N. Better standards of living
0. Greater industry
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VII The toTDic of correct ways of luml)ering would undoubtedly
serve as a means to an end.
Example : Measurement of trees and gaging of ai stances of fall.
The object, of course, is to save the young trees.
Portable saw mills which ooerate in woodland sections destroy
and leave scarred and unattractive, many of our areas,
VIII Conclusion:
A, "Be thrifty, but not covetous, therefore give
Thy need, thine honor, and thy friend his due ."--Herbert
B, "In the family, as in the state the best source of
wealth is economy,"
C, Refer to Ex-President Coolidge's Inaugural address
—
"Economy in G-ovemment."
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RESPOiJSIBILITY Ai^D TRUSTWORTHIiNESS
Note: ResTonsitility implies trustworthiness:
Responsibility means not only trustworthiness
in performing a duty, but a willingness to search
after truth until we know what duties we are
responsible for and therefore should perform trust-
worthily.
I To one's self
Quotation: "To thine own self be true and it must follow as
the ni?ht, the day thou cans't not then be fp.lse to any man.-
Sh?k3 spesre
A. To CRre for one's health
B. To pre-oare bj' education for the chance to earn our
livelihood
C. To practice the golden rule because tne art of noble
living is only another road to good health.
II To one's family
A. To honor the members of your family
1. Sympathy ana consideration for sicicness
2. To the money given to us that has been earned by
the effort of members of one's family
B. To obey your father ana mother. Why?
III To one's school
A. Our responsibility toward the physical school
1. Building
2. Furnishings
3. Books
4. Tools
5. Minor suDplies
B. Our responsibility to build ana maintain school morals

C. Our responsibility in malcing the classes of which we
are r:er:bers reach their nighest point of beneficency
to all.
Oar res"">onsibility as junior citizens
A. To unaerstand that laws are made to maintain our free-
dom and not to impose restraint
B. Know the Isws of our school and in what way they
contribute toward our freedom
C. Know the law of our city and state that effect us as
children ajin what they contribute tov/ard our freedom
D. What are we tearing down when we breaJc the laws of our
school, of our city, of our state?
E. Carriea to its extreme how will this tearing down
process eventually eizect our own welfare?
F. Therefore, our resT)onsi"bility as Junior citizens is to
recognize tne unwritten law, that oniy by restraining
ourselves for the common good, do we in the end gain
the greatest freedom from restraint for ourselves.
Cnaracters for illustration of topic
A. George Washington
B. Robert JMorris
C. IJathan Hale
D. General Robert E. Lee
Quotations
A. "Count tnat day lost whose low descending sun
Views from thy hand no worthy action done." Bobart
B. "Do the duty that lies nearest to thee," Goethe
r8JB e
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SCHOOL CODE OF tiOmR
Introducti on
Be no"ble and the nobleness thpt lies in other men sleeping
"but never dead, will rise in majesty to greet thine own.
Essentials of gooa citizenship
A. Courage
1. Control of thought
2. Control of exyiression
3. Control of act
B. Wisdom
1. Choice of good in school
2. Choice of good in play
3. Choice of good at worjc
C. Industry
1. Aid. in character building
E. Wise use of ti:re and talents
D. Knowledge
1. Extent of usefulness is limited by Itnov/ledge
2. Correct reception of loiowledge at home, in school,
everywhere
E . Truth
1. Recognition of truth
2. honesty in all dealings
3. Growth in self- resTDect
F. Healthfulne ss
1, Necessity of care of body
2. Physical and moral cleanliness
G-. Helpfulness
1, Best use or strength
2. Kindness in attitude toward weak, suffering, young
and Ola
c
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H. Charity
1. Love of God
2, Love of parents, home, neighbors, country
I. Humility
1. Recognition of one's limitations
2. Reverence for all that is good
J. Faith
1, Account ability to God and humanity
2. Responsibility to others
X. Ideals to be cultivated
1. Courtesy
2. Loyalty
3. Sportsmanship
Note: Special emphasis may be placed uoon punctuality and
attendance
,
Quotati on
"iMor love, nor honor , wealth, nor power,
Can give the heart a cheerful hour
When health is lost. Be timely wise;
With health, all taste for pleasure flies,"
--Gay
/
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PETTY THIEVING
"Somebody took ray pen and pencil," Is this our school motto?
Individual pupil's responsibility
A. For own property
1. Distinct labels on pens, pencils, rulers, etc.
a. NaF:ie--not initials
b. Home room number
2. More care in talcing such articles v/hen leaving a
room
B. For school property
1. Distir.ct labels--in books
a. Name in full
b. Home room number instead of date
2. Same as A 2
3. Jotting of book numbers on program card, so that
when book is reported as lost you can tell the
numbe r
C. For another pupil's property
1, Prompt handing in to the teacher of any book or
other article found in room, with a report of
time and seat in which it was found,
2, Prompt Handing in to the office of articles found
in the corridors or on the grounds.
3, Attitude of "hands off"
a. Scrupulous care not to
(1) Lift desk covers of others
(2) To "borrow" without owner's permission
b. Open disapproval of any pupil whom you see
lifting desk covers or "borrov/ing".
ci;
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Pu"blic opinion can be shown and is an etiective
I
weapon against the evil or petty thieving . Let
it be known that you do not consider thieving
too strong a term.
II Individual teacher's responsibility
A. Examr>ie is more effective than preaching, and pupils
are impressed by a teacher's attitude on this cuestion.
B, Let pupils who come to you know that you guard zealously
the property of those whose home room it is, \>y:
1. Making emphatic you disapproval of lifting desk
covers for any reason
2. i^ever suggesting that a pupil who has forgotten
something shall "borrow" from the desk at wnich
he is sitting
3. Making every effort to return lost or forgotten
property or save it for the ^u^ll's next visit.
4. Recording all book nurr-bers in your class record
book so that they will be available instantly
when needed
5. By having a small supnly of extras that you can
lend to an unfortunate pupil (not a consistently
forgetful one)
•4i
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PEHSOjxAL RESPOwSIjilLITY TO MAIi^TAIW TKB GOOD REPUTATIOiJ
OF fiiii; SCHOOL
I As our neighbors see us on the street
A. Arm in arm--tajcing up whole of sidewalk
B. Conspicuous
1, By "boisterous talking
2, By vulgar talking
3, By unkind criticism
C. Defacing walls or fences
D. Respect for property
1, Sitting on fences
2, Vaulting hedges
3, Crossing lawns
4, Annoyance to animals
E. Smoking to and from school
1. A deliberate defiance of a school committee
ruling
2. Serious offense
3. Indulging in same makes violator liable to
expulsion resulting in needless loss of class
instruction and undesired notoriety
II As our neighbor sees us in the street cars and on busses
A. Talking so as to attract attention
B, Conspicuous by
1. Throwing school bags around- -needless wear on
text books--city property
2, Pushing the button with no desire to leave the
car
ftlciBtL
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3, Remaining seated while elderly folks are obliged
to stand
III As our visitors see ns
First impressions important
What does a visitor notice in the:
A, Classroom
1. Neat floor, "boards, desks, etc,
2. Enthusiastic faces
3. Cleanliness of personal appearance
B. Lunch room
1. Modulated voices
2. Clutter
a. inie to the careless person rising from the
table and leaving his lunch v/rappings
instead of dcDositing them in one of the
many convenient receptacles for the same
b. Due to the careless person v/ho throws from
a distance his refuse instead of walking
with it to the basket
C. Halls
1, Correct filing
2. Quiet
D, Assembly
1. Undivided attenti on--mark of discourtesy to pass
remarks or whisper
2, Restrained ap"olause
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FAIR PLAY MW TRUE SP0RTS1.1ANSHIP
On the day following a great track meet a well-Jaiown school
voluntarily sent back the trophy which they had won, because after
the ir.eet the principal discovered that one of their point winners
had been ineligible • by reason of a technicality unknown to any
member of the team,
"The Administration and Supervision of the High School"
Franklin V/. Johnson.
I Fair play in Games
A. Reason for rules
B. Rules should be followed
C. Fair play reruires honesty
D. Taking unfair advantage is cheating
E. Discuss games attended by different pu^oils. Cite points
of honesty and dishonesty. Ask for expression of in-
dividual opinion
F. Individual opinions and ambitions are subordinate to
the good of the team,
"Theirs not to reason why,
Theirs but to do and die,"
II Fair Play in School Life
The school is a big team, the pupils are the players, the
teachers are the captains and the principal, the umpire. The
school year is the training period, a time for strict adherence
to rules,
A, Reason for rules
B, Rules should be obeyed
The habits acquired by obeying school rules trains one
to obey the laws in the more complex game of life,
C, Fair play renuires honesty
r.a
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1. Shouldering deserved "blame
2. Failing rather than cheating
D. Individual ambitions and opinions are subordinate to
the good of the school team
1. Loyal support of entire class should he given
to leader
2. Willing acceptance of decisions "by the umpire,
(principal) and captains, (teachers)
3. Thoughtfulness "by each individual necessary for
the good of the group
III Fair Play in Civic Life
One night in the year 1919, certain policemen who had
sworn to protect the city of Boston deserted their posts of
duty on account of a personal grievance. For hours lawless-
ness reigned, and the citizens were exposed to crime in all
its forms. The striking policem.en were never reinstated.
Governor Coolidge strongly endorsed the decision made by
Commissioner Curtis that through their failure to report for
duty, these disloyal public servants had forfeited their
positions.
Life is a gane, YIe may not always choose the mem^bers of
our team; we may not choose our ovm i^osition or the field
where vie would play; but the winner in Life's game is he
who plays according to the rules and abides by the decision
of the umpire.
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OPPORTui\iITIES AFFORDED BY THE VARIOUS SCHOOL CLUBS
Introduction: Origin of cIuTds for children in the United
States
A. For coTintry children:
See The World Book
,
Vol. 1, pages 876-884, 1896--
County Superintendents in Iowa. Continued and improved
"by Colleges of Agriculture to encourage:
1, Interest in farm produce
a. Vegetables
"b. Live stock
2, Interest in home industries
a. Canning
b. Bread making
c. Fancy work
N.B. Sarar)le application:
"I hereby make application for membership in
National Boys' and Girls' Home Garden Club
,
and if admitted shall endeavor to follow all
instructions, and exhibit products from my crop
at a local or district fair. I will kecD an
accurate record of my work, expenses, and
receipts, and will make a complete crop report
at the close of the season and forward same to
State Club Leader, State College of Agriculture,"
(signed)
B. For city children
With the beginnings of the Junior High School system.
e
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Advantages of Club Membership
A. Expansion of accTiaintance
1, Large size of school and school district brings
together in the same building msiiy people who
might like to ]aiow each other because of similar
tasts, but who might not rr.ee t except in a club,
2, The opportunity to change clubs at the end of the
half year makes it ttossible to know a new group,
B. Broader Viewpoint
1. Development of special talents along lines not
included in the regular school work. Illustrate
by telling of men who have distinguished themselves
in highly specialized work.
2. Worthy use of spare time. Discuss and compare
various ways of using leisure both unv/orthy and
worthy need for an avoca ion.
C. Team work necessary to carry our a project
1. Use story that illustrates team work
D. Practice in Parliamentary procedure
1. Universally employed learn it yoxmg
2. Consideration for others in m.atters of order and
precedence
How to Choose
Shall we choose:
A. According to friendsV
Connect with II A—Expansion of accfuaintance
Class opinion of clinues
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B. According to liking or disliking a certain teacher?
Who knows! she may "be very different in a club,
C. According to expense of materials
D. Indil'ferently--be cause you must join some club?
Real intere st makes for greater enjoj^^ment.
E. In line with talents
v
onclusion
A. Bring out one of these ideas:
"Give to your club the best you have,
And the best will come back to you,"
or
"I wonder what this club would be,
If every member were just like meV"
rc
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SCHOOL SPIHIT
School spirit is a feeling in the subconscious mind v/hen
stimulated becomes an emotion in the conscious mind. This feeling
is "brought into being Dy two ractors: first, the love of those
traditions, ideals and sta-'dards which symbolize the institution
not only for themselves alone but because of the self sacrifice
preceding puoils have made to fashion the imwritten code: and
secondly, and most poignantly, because of the part that the indiv-
idual puoil has given of himself to build tne bulwark of his school*
traditions.
And so, school spirit may best be torn and nurtured by making
the pupil acquainted with the traditions of his school sind pro-
viding for him every possible natural opportunity to render service
to his school.
Therefore, while the guidance period offers abundant oppor-
tunity for the development of school spirit, this wholesome feeling
will grow only if the counselor follows up the foundation work of
the guidance hour by inspiring as many puoils as possible to desire
to pexticipate and to actually participate in school activities.
I School spirit
Note: School spirit will be subtly created by putting into
operation the home room organization
A. Home room organization
1, Officers:
a. President
"b. Vice President
c. Secretary
d. Treasurer
2. A discussion about how to analyze fairly tne
sjo .L'xoq
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candidates to be voted upon
3, Election of home room officers
Conscious presentation of school spirit
1, Traditions of the school
a. Growth of the school
b. The significance of the planting of the
ivy by classes
2, How to "carry on": the practical ways in which
preceding classes upheld our school standards,
the ways, which we too can continue to uphold
the honor of our school
a. Supoort of members of tne school govern-
ment: enlarge upon duties of
(1) Junior Safety Council
b. Support of officers of home room
c. Maintaining high standard of attendance
and punctuality
(1) In order to progress as an individual
(2) For the glory of your home room
group
(3) For the honor of your school
d. Sincere appreciation of assemblies
(1) Provided for our happiness and the
result of energetic work
(2) An appreciative auaience
(a) Quiet
(b) Claps at right time
(c) Laughs at right time
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(3) Continued success of depends upon
eager participation of many pupils
e. Supporting athletics
(1) Presence at football, basketball,
and baseball games
(2) Membership in enthusiastic cheering
section
(S) Buy tags
f. Supporting the school paper
(1) Do your part to make your room a IOO96
(2) Gret advertisements so that your
school paper will cover its expenses
(3) Contribute articles, stories, room
notes so that we may continue to
be worthy of such compliments as
"We enjoyed every page of your paper."
g. Depositing in the school bank
h. Nev; and greater achievements
(1) Physical Drill Exhibitions
(2) Active Club Membership
(55) Orchestra and Band Membership
(4) Poster Contests
(5) Competitive essay contests
(6) Public Spealcing Contests
(7) Parts in the annual school theatrical,
patronizing it yourself, aJid getting
others to do so.
r
Ml
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Pride in the accomplishment of
every last pupil, every group,
and school as a whole; and desire
to bring glory to your school by
using your talents for it
Tell parents fine true facts about
the school and so interest them in
Parent-Teacher Association
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PUNCTUALITY
I Significance of the word
A. Dictionary meaning--ouali ty or state of being
punctual; exactness; ouaiity or habit of keeping
one's engagements at the exact tiir.e ; the habit of
adhering to a regular or an appointed time; promptness.
II Importance of teaching tne formation of the punctuality
habit,
A. "First of all, the children must be taught the moral
wrong of want of -ounctuali ty.
"
"A New School Management"
Levi Seeley (Page 106)
B. "The child should very early f©rm the habit or meeting
every engagement promptly, and there is no way to
form this habit save by making tardiness a serious
offense .
"
"Classroom i/-anagement"
Bagley (Page VV)
III Application of punctuality by means of stories
A. Daily experiences
B. Business
C. School
D. Social Life
E. history
F. Government affairs
G. War
H. Transportati on
IV Apolied punctuality in child's experience
A. At home
1. Rising
so:-; -Sv. 1'.. CjX.
..
B'l
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a. Schedule planned to avoid all sense of hurry
"b, (1) Purpose and desire to rise at a
set time
(2) Methods of being awaJcened each
morning
(a) Alarm cloclc
Caa) Advantages
(bb) Di saavantages
(cc) Effect upon character
(o) Called by parent
(aa) Advantages
(bb) Disadvantages
(cc) Effect upon character
(c) Formed habit of awakening at
set time
(aa) Advantages
(bb) Disadvantages
(cc) Effect upon character
Preparations for school
a. All possible preparations should be made
before going to bed the night previous
(1) Clothing laid out
(2) Schoool booJcs ready
(3) If necessary, excuses for absence
secured from parent
b. Control thinking to avoid waste motion
(1) Be peaceful
(2) Be happy
(2) Be reaay to give your best to the
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(4) day*s opportunities
(4) Keep a "Pollyanna" spirit and be
"glad"
(5) Be thoughtful
(6) Be helpi'ul
(7) (xive cheerful "Good mornings"
c. Brealcl'ast
(1) Have plenty of time
(2) Eat the right kind of food in a gentle-
manly or ladylike manner
(3) i^ever eat in a hurry
(4) Beware of bad habits in eating or
drinking
d. Morning errand
(1) Allow extra time
(2) Do the errands the night before if
possi ble
e. Definite time to start
(1) Do not loiter on the way
(2) Learn to vmlk alone
(a) It isn*t necessary to collect
all your frienas on the way
to school
(3) Think duties and plans for the day
(a) Control your thinking
ool
In seat at 8:15 A. M,
a. Review assignments for the day
"b. Pencils sharpened
'I)
r 'I
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c. Pens, "blotters, and rulers made ready for
use
.
d, Malce each moment worth while
Straggling
a. Dangers
b. Habits
c. Prevention
(1) Methods
(a) Report to the teacher at 8:15
for a week to say "I am here
on time, Iviisfl-"
(b) Write composition concerning
the dangers of straggling
(c) Classroom organization begin
work at 8:25
(d) Read interesting story each
morning from 8:25 to 8:30
Tardine S3
a. Effect upon character of the child
b. Effect upon the home room
c. Effect upon the school
d. Prevention methoas
(1) Competition between rows
(a) Row secretary
(b) A party given to winners by
losers
(2) Interesting story read to class
from 8:25 to 8:30
(3) Class organization work begins at
8:25
c,0
'-8
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(4) Special badges for punctual pupils
C. After leaving school
1, Importance in business life
a. Keeping appointments
"b. Honesty
c. Fairness to employer
d. Tirre clocks
2, Importance in social life
a, Keeoing one's appointments on time.
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CHAPTER III
POSSIBILITIES FOR VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE AND THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
INTRODUCTION
The aim of vocational guidance is clearly set forth in
"The Educational Review" Vol, 62 number one, of June 1921-):-. "The
aim of vocational guidance in a democracy must, therefore, at all
times and inevitably be to bring about vocational self-guidance,
"
The Junior High School of today is a guidance school which
forms a central agency. This agency brings together the pupil,
his parents or guardians with future school conditions, v/hether
it be a continuence in the sane school with a modified course; a
change to tlie classical, the technical, or a comraercial high
school; or the beginning of a definite occupation in a trade
school. Also this agency suggests to the pupil many means of
future employment of his time. Some of these situations will be
for his leisure time while others will be with reference to
definite employraent in a gainful occupation.
That the Junior High School may best serve its purpose in
our educational system, the "Corridor" idea of guidance must be
developed as a means of intelligent choice of early try-outs. A
week early in March (since the "choice cards" of pupils for the
next year are filled out in April in most schools) to be observed
as Educational Guidance Week. By setting aside a special week,
opportunity v/ill be given for imparting special information much
needed by the pupils in the sixth grade of the elementary school
as a basis of choice of electives in the first year of the Junior
High School,
-«-The Educational Review Vol. #62 June 1921
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Introduction
NE cannot spend a few hours in a successful junior
hijfh school today and fail to realize that a for-
ward step has been taken in education. It is not
the purpose of this booklet to set forth anew the argu-
ments justifj'ing junior high schools. Others may do
that with far greater success wherever such a need may
arise.
At the Southern we have left far behind any spirit
of halting uncertainty about the soundness of our under-
lying educational theory, and are eagerly engaged in
utilizing every opportunity at our disposal to meet the
varying needs of individual pupils.
The extent of this variation becomes more easily
understood when one attempts to serve both boy and girl
from the point of view of the seven fold objectives of
secondary education. As set forth in the well known
Bulletin, 1918, No. 35 of the Bureau of Education, these
objectives are:
1. Health
2. Command of fundamental processes
3. Worthy home membership
4. Vocation
5. Civic education
6. Worthy use of leisure
7. Ethical character
Pei'haps the most important factor in our undertaking
is. the spirit of co-operation which comes from the distribu-
tion of duties and responsibilities to such a large number
of our pupils. If you are able to catch .something of that
spirit from the following pages, our efforts will be \\.ell
rewarded.
RAYMOND E. SHEPHERD
Parent Teachers' Association
Soittlicni Junior High School
Any influence which brings the home and school into closer co-
operation is a great help. One of the most effective agencies for this
purpose is the Parent-Teachers' Association.
Executive Coimnillec
Mrs. Charles C. JFelch — Mrs. Francis Lord — Mrs. Henry A. Soule
HEALTH DIAGRAM
OF
SOUTHERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
HEALTH EDUCATION
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Health Education
THE health of the pupil concerns every member of the school faculty.
The diagram on the previous page illustrates the work of the
Southern Junior High School. A school doctor and a school nurse
give examinations which form a basis for future follow-up work. The
work of these specialists must be followed by a correction of defects, im-
provement in habits of living, and a provision for knowledge which will
tend to improve future generations. This plan makes necessary the co-
operation of forces interested in the problems of school children.
"TP
I /
A Lesson in Food Values
Health work is not only found in the hygiene classes of the school,
but also in groups studying physical education, social and general science,
social studies, home economics, and other extra activities.
Types of health instruction are provided according to the physical
condition of the children concerned. Instruction in physical training is
provided for all grades. This information is given in accordance with
directions of special physical training instructors.
6"/;7.s-' Track 'I'cam
Health Educatiox
Tcamzvork in the Kitchen
Interclass athletic work forms the foundation for school athletic
teams in the various sports. Athletic work for girls holds just- -as im-
portant a place as the work for boys. By this method of play many
health-giving games are played.
Indoor Baseball
Athletics for Boys
Health Education 9
Regular classes in physical education are supplemented by swimming
instruction provided by co-operation with the local Y. M. C. A. Classes
are open to beginning swimmers as well as to advanced swimmers.
Caplaiii Ball
Pure water is the very foundation of all health work. Somerville,
a city of over 100,000 population, hasn't a natural water area within
its boundaries, therefore the Metropolitan Water System is carefully
studied. The significance of a pure water supply and its relation to
community health are presented with graphic diagrams.
Metropolitan Water System
Command of Fuiidameutal Processes
THE chief aim of the elementary school is the acquiring by thorough
instruction the fundamental facts and processes. The junior high
school takes up the work where the elementary school ends. The
junior high school reviews the facts and skills of the elementary school,
and thus endeavors to connect the old work with the new.
The simple arithmetic of the elementary school serves as a founda-
tion for the mathematics of the junior high school. With new subjects
in the school program, new methods of applied arithmetic appear. Com-
Practical Arllhmctic
SiDif'lc Ccoiiictry — Metal Shop
Command of Fundamental Processes 11
mercial arithmetic, algebra, and geometry are presented in forms related
to other school subjects.
Metal work is usually considered as simple instruction in "the making
. Iritluiiclic Af^plicd to Bookkcc/^iiuj
of objects of metal," but here the fundamental and related problems
in arithmetic are taught. The boys are instructed by formula method
how to obtain dimensions of areas. This involves simple geometry.
Scene from "A Cliristtuas Carol" by Dickens
12 Ol'I'ORTUNlTIKS
Children from the age of a few months enjoy all forms of play.
The pupils of the junior high school age take much pleasure in dramatics.
English is one of the subjects which offer wide opportunities for some
The Cnitcliit I ) in Iter
forms of play. Dickens's "A Christmas Carol" will never grow old so long
as junior high school children can take the parts of "Old Scrooge," "The
Cratehit Family at the Christmas Dinner," or "The Three Spirits."
The Rrtitni of Rip I'aii Wiukic
Debating a Timclx Subject
14 Ol'I'ORTUMTIKS SOUTHEKX JlMOK II Kill Sc iIOOL
Tendencies of an artistic nature are quickly brought out in adoles-
cents. Ease of manner and good poise displace uneasiness and bashful-
ness as seen in the action of the play.
Public speaking and debating are well known methods of developing
speaking ability before large groups. Correct ideals, attitudes, and feel-
ings on national, state, city, and town problems are developed by these
methods.
It was found by experience that children, as well as adults, had eye
defects which could and should be corrected by the wearing of glasses.
Gctliiu/ I iislnictioii in Lif> Rcadiiu/
Yet a still more important work which is now being accomplished is
hy special instruction given to children having a hearing deficiency. Pupils
unable to hear the teacher's remarks in the classroom are capable of read-
ing the teacher's lips to obtain the message although the hearing quality
is impaired.
Today geography, history, and civics are considered under the title
of Social Studies. Methods of transportation and communication are
changing rapidly. Industries and their workers furnish interesting sub-
jects which make Social Studies a fundamental necessity of life. The
Command of Fundamental Processes 15
A Project ill Trans/^orlation
products of the various sections of the country are studied with the view-
point of sensing the necessities of life and the need for harmony of
the groups within the nation.
Products and Industries of the United States
IG rjl'l'OU'l UM'l lies Sf)UTlli:RN JCNIOK IIlGH ScilOOL
The library spirit is introduced in the elementary schools. The
junior high school with its library accommodations, and the introduc-
tion to the Pul)lic Library with its wide possibilities, gradually develops
the literary habit. Fiction, travel, invention, science, and biography are
placed at the disposal of the pupils. Under the guidance of teachers and
librarians, valuable material supplementary to ordinary .school lessons
can be read.
Aii\' Aftcnioou. I'liioii Sijiiarc Childroi's Room
Public Library
The fundamental processes lay the foundation
for our school motto
LOYALTY - HONOR - PERSEVERANCE
Worthy Home Membership
HOME
It takes a heap o' livin' in a house t' make it home,
A heap o' sun an' shaddei", an' ye sometimes have t' roam
Afore ye really 'preciate the things ye Icf behind,
An' hunger fer 'em somehow, with 'em alius on yer mind.
It don't make any difFerunce how rich ye get t' be.
How much yer chairs an' tables cost, how great yer luxury;
It ain't home t' ye, though it be the palace of a king.
Until somehow yer soul is sort o' wrapped round everything.
—Edgar A. Guest.
SCHOOL teachers of today must realize that education means more
than "the training of future citizens." Future home-makers are
being trained. Happiness, the aim of all individuals, depends oft-
times upon a person's ability to give the home a harmonious setting.
Poor housekeeping, plus the lack of
the qualities of restfulness and
beauty, within the home, are causes
for inharmonious conditions.
Boys and girls must accept their
part in making the home an
enjoyable center of life. Boys should
repair and paint (within their
capacities) ordinary household con-
veniences. Simple problems of
furniture may be made in the cellar
of the home or in the school shop.
Making the Old Appear New
18 (Jl'I'ORTUNITIKS — SoUTHKRN JUMOR HlGH SciIOOL
Mdkiiu/ Siiiif'lc Projects for the Home
Simple everyday principles of electricity, household problems of
chemistry, and elementary physics experiments are presented in the
science classes. From some principle of electricity a boy may be encour-
aged to repair the door-bell at home, or to use common soda in the process
of cleaning clothes.
LxI'Liiuicnts ill Science
r
Worthy Home Memi'.f.rship 1!)
Boys can find an efficient use of instruction in the preparation of food.
Cleanliness, neatness, and the opportunity to apply the principles of
hygiene are found in such classes. Many a boy would be able to make
Members of flic Ji-H Club
"the home a more harmonious place in which to live, by doing a few of
the domestic jobs.
A Class in ])rcssinnkinij
20 Opportunities — Sovtiikrn JrMf)R High School
SewinjjT should be an important part of the training of every girl.
Girls in the sewing classes are trained to make their own dresses, and
are taught how to care for their clothes. Ways of caring for clothing
train children to obtain the best service from each garment.
Scri'ing Classmates at Lunch
Girls can become worthy home members by accepting tasks inside
the home, A girl having received training in setting a table, and in sew-
ing, is a helpful aid in any home. Dusting and cleaning are simple
chores, but when carefully done beautify any home.
Vocation
ONE of the aims of the junior high school is to provide opportunity
for the exploration of special interests and abilities. The three
years of the junior high school course are cai-efuUy divided so
that each pupil will be able to explore many fields of endeavor.
During the junior high school period each pupil experiences physi-
cal, mental, moral, and social changes. It is in this period of life that a
pupil discovers his emotions, develops new tendencies, and begins to set
up his standard of ideals for life. Inquisitiveness runs rampant in all
his undertakings. He seeks to understand the world and its workings
through daily happenings.
The junior high school provides exploratory problems as fast as
pupils are ready to meet them. These problems are presented to meet
the instinctive curiosity of the pupils of this age.
As the community newspaper reflects the life of the community,
so the school magazine reflects the problems of the school. A school
paper unifies the entire work of the school.
MacjaaUics Published by the
Stitdciits of tlic Schools of
Soiucrville
OlM'ORTlMTlKS Sr»rTHF.RX juMOK Hk.H ScHOOL
Material for the school papei- prows out of the daily experiences of
the pupils. Items of inteiest affectinjr school, city, state, and nation
are brought to the pupil in this manner.
Highly desirable traits of character such as resourcefulness, accu-
racy, courtesy, honesty, and tact are developed to a marked degree. Also
each worker reporting on the staff of the school paper realizes his short-
comings and the possibility of putting his ideals into practice.
Makiiu/ "W'orkiiic] Drawings"
Useful Objects Made of Wood
\'0CATlOX 23
To be able to illustrate your desires with a sketch or a mechanical
"drawing is a great aid to many individuals. Boys are taught to draw
or to represent the projects which they will construct in the various shops
•of the school.
Pupils having special interests, and definite abilities or skills in
handwork, spend much of their school day pursuing courses in the hand-
work subjects.
Lathi- ll'ork
Although the boys' courses in handwork do not lead definitely to
the related vocations, they gain a knowledge of the materials used and
how to handle some of the tools. Simple household furniture is designed
and constructed to illustrate conditions of industry.
Soldering a Joint
( )i'i'(iKTUMTii;s — Sni-Tiir.KN liMnk llinii .Sciiooi,
A Project in Metal
Girls gain a knowledge of material, style, and workmanship while
attending the sewing classes. Lessons in thrift are indirectly taught in
these classes, as girls are instructed how to dress suitably with the ex-
penditure of a small sum of money.
When cutting materials for dresses, girls receive valuable lessons
in the necessity of accuracy in their work.
Ciilliiifj Presses
VOCATTOX 25
Commercial design, a comparatively new subject taught in our
schools, is receiving much attention at the present time. Design in adver-
tisements is of great importance, for value is rated by the volume of
business received because of advertising.
Dcsujii and Poster ll'ork
Practice in this work is provided by the need for posters advertis-
ing school games, plays, and special entertainments.
Makincj Serving Tra\s
Reed work is another of the special activities which give co-ordinate
training to the mind and hand.
Opi'fJKTUMTIKS — SoLTiiKKN Junior 1Ik;ii School
The Aeroplane Club
\'ocATrox 27
The newest industry of the world is introduced to the boys of the
junior high school. Aeroplane manufacture is one of the most
rapid-growing industries of our country. Is it not a fact that the boys
playing with aeroplanes today will be our aeroplane fliers tomorrow?
Boys of the aeroplane club carry away from their meeting many in-
terests. A new interest is sponsored in geographic routes relating to
air-mail and fast passenger traffic. Articles about commercial air
transportation and national air defence are read eagerly by the boys of
this club.
Our Orchcsira
Under the grammar school program one pei'iod a week was de-
voted to a vocal music lesson. Today in the junior high school a broad
course of study in the various musical branches is offered.
An orchestra, a band, and a fife and drum corps are now organized
in our school. For instruction these groups are divided into sections
playing the same instrument. Thus lessons are provided for pupils play-
ing violin, cello, bass viol, French horn, cornets, and other instruments.
Today especial attention is given to pupils having vocal talents. Such
pupils are encouraged to develop and to make use of their talent in glee
clubs, group choruses, operettas, and simple dramatic presentations.
28 OrrOKTLMTIKS — SouTiiKR.v Junior Wu.u School
Beginninj? courses in Commercial studies are now offered in the
junior high school. These activities should aid the pupils in deciding-
whether to pursue education in a classical, technical or commercial high
school.
A 1 ypci^'ritiiuj Class
If the cla.ssical training is chosen the question arises "Why study
Latin?" Here is a suggested answer:
English is the most important study in school. Through English a
child expresses his thoughts; he cannot even think without an English
vocabulary. Thus any study that increases his stock of words aids
English. In the study of Latin, when a child learns a new word, he uses
it so repeatedly and actively that the idea it represents stands outlined
in his mind. Contrast this with the hazy meaning which a child derives
from the dictionary.
Spelling is aided through a knowledge of derivatives. Separate has
an "a" in the middle because "para" belongs to the "a" conjugation.
Further, because a Latin word is dependent upon its ending for the
particular meaning, each word must be considered separately and fitted
into its proper niche. This constant need for the inspection of forms
leads to an unconscious assimilation of meaning in words, and points to
an orderly, critical habit of thought. Spanish, French or English does
Vocation'
not tend to establish that habit, because there is nothing in the sentence
to repeatedly force the child to such a precise, definite effort. This pre-
cision of thought and expression is one of the great benefits of the study
of Latin.
Grammar is a diflScult subject to teach, but the Latin pupil seems to
acquire it as if by absorption.
Tile Classical Road
In its cultural aspects Latin reaches back into the foundation of
religion, law, civilization itself, but for us of the Southern Junior High
the chief consideration is the wider conception of meaning in words, and
"'increased efficiency" in our difficult attempt to think.
But, if a child has not passed "well" in the lower grades, his tastes
and abilities lie in other directions; and the study of Latin would prove
an irksome task for him.
Tempora mutantur et nos mutantur in illis.
Times change and ice change with them.
Civic Education
THE child is the center of our school community. In this community
the child learns the fundamental school studies which form the
foundations of world action. Also at the same time he must
become acquainted with activities which will promote habits of right think-
School Banking in Operation
ing regarding matters of social relationship. School projects are intro-
duced to develop civic ideals, correct attitudes, and training in making true
judgments. By these projects a child quickly realizes "right from wrong,"
that which is "lawful or unlawful" ; "useful or harmful."
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Civic Education 31
Our school is fortunate in the variety of national contributions which
-enrich our school life. The pupils in the next picture were all born on
foreign soil. They have a pride in their character and personal appear-
•ance. As our school is organized, a united effort toward community ap-
proval is the endeavor of one and all.
Pupils rroiii Otitcr Countries
LAND OF OUR HEARTS
"Land of our hearts, upon whose bounteous breast
Earth's weaiy sons from many lands find rest.
Bind us in love, that we may truly be
One blood, one Nation, everlastingly!"
—John Hall Ingham.
[Reprintf-d permission of the Uoston ilusic Co.]
Ethica I Education
The Student Council
Of all the organizations in the school of student co-operation, the
Student Council was one of the first and still remains the foremost.
Whatever develops the ability of pupils to assume successfully in-
dividual responsibility develops a trait of character much needed in our
present day. Serving in the capacity of school marshals, safety coun-
selors, and home room officials fixes the habits and develops the taste with-
in the boy or girl for desirable traits of character.
Worthy Use of Leisure
rTTA HIS era has been called the "mechanical age." Men in shops,
I
women in industry or home no longer toil from an early morning
hour until the evening hours for their livelihood. Persons work
lewer hours today than the past decade, so that they can enjoy amuse-
ments and hobbies of various sorts.
An increase of leisure time for a great many citizens has brought
forth an immense social problem. In this machine age the nerves of
people need rest and quietness, or changes of action which would relieve
the nervous strain.
Cast of Dickens's "Chrisfiiias Carol"
The school problem relative to the wise use of leisure is "How shall
the children of today and future generations be educated to use advan-
tageously their leisure hours?" Our school tries to meet this condition
by directing the tastes, by teaching appreciation, and by guiding social
activities.
Leisure time of pupils may be profitably employed in presenting
many enjoyable short dramatic situations from English literature. This
involves a search for material for settings and costumes, as well as knowl-
edge of the manners and customs typical of times depicted.
Chorus and Glee Club singing is always a source of joy to many
Individuals. Singing also gives opportunity for individual vocal ability.
Any leisure time used in such a manner is generally well spent and worth-
Avhile in the finding of happiness, that element which gives power to our
chosen vocation.
31 OproRTUNiTiF.s — Southern Junior High School
Jacob Marlcx's (Hiost
Music appreciation can be best presented in class or club groups
Many children, because of this training, come to have a greater interesi
in music.
Glee Club
Wort in' Use of Leisure 35
Sfaiiif^ Collcclioii
The collecting of postage stamps is far more of an educational activ-
ity for youth than is realized by the uninitiated. With the collecting
instinct as the motivation, most of the subjects in the junior high school
program may be taught objectively. Uncler the guidance of a trained
philatelist, students are taught geography, world-wide history, finance,
commerce, biography, decorative arts, and an appreciation of fine
engraving. Boys and girls interested in stamp collecting may be greatly
benefited in many of their school activities.
The collecting of stamps is probably the only hobby where the money
spent purely for pleasure becomes an investment which will not only
yield enjoyment, but will increase in value with the years. Many rulers,
scientists, and successful business men are stamp collectors, owning
collections valued at more than a quarter of a million dollars.
Useful Articles Made Willi Reed
As the interests of boys and girls vary greatly in kind and number,
so do the articles made of reed and other materials. As the picture shows
the articles are useful as well as ornamental.
36 OpPORTUMTIKS Soi'TUKKN JuMOK Hk.II SCHf»OI,
.'/-// ( ////> Hoys ill .let ion
What the H-4 Club Teaches
4-H Club work teaches by doing.
4-H Club boys and girls are demonstrators, i. e., they learn and
teach better ways on the farm, in the home, and in the community.
4-H Club boys and girls do the needful, the wholesome, the helpful
thing.
4-H Club boj'S and girls work, earn money, and acquire property.
4-H Club boys and girls play the game fairly.
4-H Club boys and gii ls meet together, work together, play together^
co-operate, achieve.
4-H Club boys and girls build up their bodies and their health
through right living: they train their hands to be useful, their minds to-
think clearly; their hearts are kind.
4-H Club boys and girls have high ideals and standards^
4-H Club boys and girls are doers.
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It is not the common practise today in school systems to offer
electives as early as the seventh grade; but to gradually intro-
duce the elective system in the eighth grade and to widen its
scope in the ninth grade,
OPPORTUNITY" FOR " TRY-OUT" COURSES-Ji-
A guide or opportunity hook should be given to each pupil
in the sixth grade at the beginning of the week. Such a pamphlet
should contain many pictures illustrating various activities
carried on in the new school. It should also have pictures of
boys and girls in the different "try-out" courses. In addition
to the above the school calendar, general rules, the courses
offered, home study, marking system, program cords and student
activities should be briefly explained. This booklet will first
be discussed v/ith the pupils by the respective grade teachers,
«
The grr.de teachers having had conferences regarding, the same during
the previous week with the Junior High School counselor ,then ^ the
booklet is taken home by the pupil and next years course discussed
with the parents.
Pupils should return the booklets the latter part of the
week. When the pamphlets are returned the Junior High School
counselor should visit each of the sixth grades of his district.
The pupils by this time will have enough information which will
enable them to ask intelligent questions, and by the advice of
the counselor make a m.uch wiser choice than is ordinarily the
case. For the benefit of counselor and pupils in their talks, a
chart similar-"""- to the one on Page 10 of "junior High School Life"
"-Refer to attached booklet
-"-"-"junior High School Life" by Thomas-Tindal and Myers
Macmillan Co. 1924
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showing the functions of the Junior High School might be placed
on the blackboard of each sixth grade room.
To further this idea the first issue of the school paper in
October might v/ell have Items of a similar nature, thus tying
the previous information with practice :/lthln the school.
The prograjn of studies should be planned to provide many
opportimtles for exploration, yet no attempt should be made at
spclallzation until the pupils have had a wise set of experiences.
If a school is organized on the basis of different currlc ula
these should be of a very flexible nature. Orientation in such
a school is dependent upon the flexibility of its curriculum.
Where a school lias but one curriculum for all, the offering of
electives should be varied.
Each subject of a course of study should be planned to give
a taste of life activities. Some of the subjects best adapted
for Junior High School "try-outs" are gardening, general shopwork
(three or four unites under one teacher) commercial subjects,
household economics, English, foreign languages and special activi-
ties which include assemby work, guidance displays and club per-
formances. Four to eight opportunities for exploration in a
single year are generally possible under this plan.
In Pittsburg in the General Shop, boys engage in the following
activities, sx^ending a period of six weeks in each: printing, woodturn-
ing, woodbench work, simp^ie electrical wiring, sheet metal work and
light machine work. This is much better than the traditional Sloyd
training shop and may be done without extra heavy expense.
Good textbooks-"- for reference use in connection with "try-
out" courses are needed. At present for commercial training
^:-" Junior Business Tmining" by Nichols
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"Junior Business Training" "by Nichols is onsidered very worth
while.
"Try-out" courses alone are inadequate in a vocational
guidance program unless related tocrfollov/ed hy a study of occu-
pations, that the pupil may "become better acquainted v/ith the
world's work. Future decisions cannot te made intelligently
without a study of occupations as well as the "try-out" as
many factors v^ill "become apparent from such study that will not
he present during the "try-out",
STUDY OF OCCUPATIONS
Many occupations may "be considered while pupils are study-
ing academic subjects. If workers are made the center of inter-
est geography v/ill provide many grand opT)ortunities for the
study -^t occupations. Civics and English present much material
for the study of occupations if taught by a teacher of vision.
It has been reported that half the waking time of adults
is given to a vocation and about two-thirds of the number earn
a living with their hands. Does not this report justify plac-
ing in each Junior High School curriculum a place for the study
of occupations?
Club activities, although not a definite substitute, as
the range of study would be much more limited than that in a
class of occupations, might prove a valuable supplement. Three
books v/hich contain very good suggestions regarding club activi-
ties are: "Junior High School Education" by Davis, "The Junior
High School Idea" by "Van Denburg, and "Junior High School Life"
by Thomas-Tindal and Ivtyers,
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Books" appropriate for the study of occupations by pupils
of Junior High School age are few. Some which seem suitable in
meeting the need are: "Getting a Living" by Barnard, "Vocational
Civics" by Giles and "Occupations" by Gowin, 'lAfheatley and Brewer.
On page seventeen in the book entitled "Occupations" is
an outline for the. study of an occupation which would be very
helpful for Junior High School pupils,
CHOICE OF OCCUPATION
Pupils will feel the need of counseling as the result of
the many, varied, useful experiences gained in the "Try-out"
courses and the knowledge of the work-a-day world gained from
a study of occupations.
Counseling is best done by a teacher especially trained
for it vflio is given time and opportunity to carry on the work
with the pupils .Chief counselors may have assistants in the
several departments of a schools, such as the teachers of pract-
ical arts and household arts. Special conferences should be
held that chief cotmselor and assistants may co-operate on an
intelligent and sympathetic basis.
As guidance has to do with awakening pupils to make their
own choices, the final choice should be delayed as late as possi-
ble in order to give a much longer period for this awakening.
In the Junior High School no final choice should be made by any
pupil contemplating graduating from Senior High School,
USES OF TESTS
One of the first problems confronting a counselor is to
learn which pupils are expecting to leave for work during or at
-:5-" Getting a Living" by Barnard
"Vocational Civics" by Gowin, V'/heatley and Brewer
c-
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the end of the Junior High School period. For such pupils by
means of varied tests, the counselor should ascertain the proha-
bllities and aptitudes for success in one of several occupations
for which these pupils have expressed a preference. The purpose
of such tests is to assist in locating the probabilities and
special aptitudes which lead to success. Records of conduct,
effort, attendance, scholarship and abilities shown in "try-out"
courses ought to help guide the counselor. Further and more
intensive training in one or two preferred occupations should
be provided. If adequate guidance is not provided the wrong
kind will be substituted by individuels, tMt is wrong maga-
zines, wrong thoughts of vocations because of incorrect insight
and wrong intellectual ideals because of lack of understanding
of vocational relationships. As vocational decisions are inevi-
table let a v.'orthwhile guidance program be the aim.
Vocational education needed in preparation for an occu-
pation is best limited to senior high schools or trade schools.
Yet, a little prevocati ^^nal education must be provided in the
jTjnior high schools for those pupils who will leave before
reaching either of the two previously named schools or they will
never receive it. Vocational education ma,y prove a "life-saver"
to pupils who are tired of "try-outs".
PRSPARATIOI^ FOR OCCUPATION
In preparing for a vocation three elements are involved.
Skill is gained in the various shops; informational knowledge
and social understanding ought to be obtained in the classroom.
In our schools skills and technical knowledge have been suitably
developed while social understandings have been ofttimes greatly
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neglected. All social protleras connected with any occupation
should he discussed as it is much tietter for pupils to obtain
correct ideas rather than raise ones on such subjects as organ-
izations, labor unions and capital interests.
A school organized to give opportunity of transfers in
shops and related v;ork ana recognizes the importance of the
puoil is riuch "better than a school having a formal organization.
The niethods used in such training may include the project, pro-
duction, cuestioning, testing, pjid in some few cases job
analysis.
PLACEMENT
Permanent placement should he discouraged in the Junior
High School. Placement of a temporary nature might be considered
in a few cases. Pupils should not be "guided out of school"
for juvenile employment aoes not aid materially in developing
with any degree of accuracy the elements involved when preparing
for a vocation.
Late afternoon, Saturday and vacation v/ork may "be provided
through and "information bureau" conducted by the counselor, Ihe
counselor may make known through the Parent Teachers* Associ-
ation that one wishing help in light work in household tasks
including preparation of meals, serving meals, daily cleaning,
washing dishes, care of small children, doing errands, simple
house chores and similar jobs may obtain reliable helpers for
a reas 'nable juvenile v/age. The opportunity for such work
should be given to such pupils whose economic needs are great
and yet tneir oualifications warrant it.
Permanent placement should follow some definite vocational
educati on.
retc .1
FOLLOW-UP WORK
Follow-np work should be done in order that promotions
may "be brought about when deserved and that readjustments may
be made if desirable.
This nay be best accomplished by telephone, letter, person-
al visit of cmnselor to child at place of employment, or by a
return call of the child who comes for more advice or assistance
in locating new work.
It will be a blessing when all school administrators follow
the sr)irit of the Latimer Junior High School of Pittsburg. The
following is the departing message to all pupils:
"And whether you meet Success or Disappointment which
sometimes come, remember the school is here to extend
the hand of congratulation or of help. You still
belong to Latimer."
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CHAPTER IV
ORGANIZATION Oil' VOCATI^iNAb GUIDANCE IN THE
BROOia^N BOYS' CONTINUATION SCHOOL
PROGRESSIVE STEPS OF GUIDAi^CE
At the Brooklyn Boys* Continuation School guidance for the
individual toward a definite place in society "begins simultane-
ously with his entry into the work-a-day world. As a result few
pupils "drift with circumstances". For the attainment of this
program the whole prohlem has "been divided into steps each hav-
ing a soecial part of the whole.
Each "boy is subjected to the following steps:
1. "The Preparatory Class"
This class is a "vocational guidance station or
laboratory". In this class the boy has presented
to him:
a, "The purpose of school"
t, "Opportunities in the industrial v/orld and
requirements for meeting them"
c. "Guidance of a mental, moral, social or
vocational nature if needed at present or at
a later time". Here he makes a choice "as
to the place he wishes to fill in the world".
2. "Testing"
For the benefit of the child, the counselors, and
the employers intelligence tests, mechanical
ability tests and lorognosis tests are used to
obtain scientific data upon which recommendations
O -» -V
I" r'-,
•
"
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to occTipations are made. These tests are chosen
to bring out the child's interests, attituaes, and
inclinations. When each pnpil is assigned to a
class the results of these tests are used as a
guide
3, "Visual Aids"
A pupil's interest in choosing an occupation
wisely is encouraged by various means of visual
aids. The visual aids take the form of posters,
charts, placards and diagrams.
The chief topics brought out by the visual aids are:
a. "HOW to get and hold a Job"
b. "How to succeed"
c. "How to get pleasure out of your work"
d. "Use of lie i sure Time"
4, "The Inte2r7iew"
Upon entering the school each boy is interviewed
by a counselor. In the course of the interview the
boy's school record is obtained, a notation of his
strong likes and dislikes, home conditions, occu-
pations of his relatives, way his leisure time is
spent and his plans for the future. Other infor-
mation which may be an aid to guidance is solicited,
5, "The Vocational Insight Cards"
Upon the vocational insight caras are placed the
various problems of the common occupations of the
city. This information aids him to more intelli-
aJ
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gently plan for his future. Insight caras are
planned for the cominon building traaes and the
ordinary professional vocations,
6, "The Try-out"
After careful consideration of the information,
scientific and otherwise, the boy is ready for a
"trj-'-out". This "try-out" lasts for a period of
from three to four weeks. During this period the
instructor ca.refully watches to note the progress
of the boy. After a "try-out" period the boy is
re-interviewed to ascertain his progress and to
make adjustments,
7, "Transfers from class to class"
To make the Brooklyn system workable it must be
very flexible, usually a pupil is given as many
"try-outs" as are necessary so that he may find
"the work for which he is best fitted". Every
time a pupil is transferred it is necessary to
check his progress and ofttiraes to readvise him,
8, "The Individual Program"
Under the Brooklyn Plan each pupil has his own
special program card. Upon this card is a state-
ment of the owner* s plans and the names of the
studies he should pursue to accomplish the plan.
At intervals the pupil's card is checked to see
whether he is following the plan laid out for him
or if he is "drifting".
rc
I
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"The Placement Bureau"
The school placement bureau co-operates with the
State Department of LalDor. By tiiis co-operation
labor laws and factory inspection is much more
highly respected than previously. Accurate school
records are kept as is each boy's employment history.
Many contacts are made with em-olo^'-ers , thus the
bureau is able to take care of its graduates,
10. "Coordination"
From one to two hours daily is spent in follow-up
work by each teacher. The purpose of this follow-
up work is to acquaint the teacher with actual
working conditions and also to furnish a source of
practical material for the classroom.
Much valuable information is obtained for tne place-
ment bureau by industrial surveys.
Better co-operation of the parents is obtained some-
times by a visit to the home.
Ail outsile agencies which can aid in promoting the
welfare of boys are encouraged in the v/ork,
11. "Health
Each boy is given a thorough physical examination
upon entering by the school doctor. Accurate records
are kept for future reference. A follow-up is made
• of boys needing corrective treatment. Physical
injuries while working are also recorded, and if
possible the true cause.
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12, "Social and i^ioral Guidance"
Boys of a lustful nature having the delinquent or
truancy habits are given special a.ttention. The
location of the cause of the habit is first
attempted and then a remedy is suggested. Of course
these habits concern ail associated v/ith the boy so
employers and parents are visited and after careful
thought the boy is advised accordingly.
The employment certificating bureau is located in
the school. Working certificates are issued here
and at the same time registration in the Continu-
ation School is accomplished. The Health Depart-
ment at the same time conducts a physical examin-
ation. By the three units working together the
files of the "EmDloyment Bureau" are always up-to-
date and can be used by the teachers to check changes
in employment or other unstable conditions.
13. nEmployment Certificating Bureau It
J
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CHAPTER V
GuiDArtGE Bl MiUAna OF UEHTAIiM HJiiE-MAKIwU AUTiVITISS
IN A SUBUHBAl^ JUNIOR HiUH SCHOOL
COrJ-UlTIOWS AS TO ROOM AND EQUIPMarJT
A coolcing-room was provided "by installing three gas stoves,
a large sinic v/ith hot and cold water, a refrigerator, three large
and two small tables, and thirty collapsible chairs in an ordinary
classroom. The dressing room was made into a paitry by the boys
in the woodworking classes. Shelves were placed along the walls
and a book-case with glass doors converted into a kitchen cabinet.
A closet with glass doors purchased at a second-hand store is now
known as a china and kitchen cabinet.
Initial cooking utensils, glass, silver and china for serving
were provided "by the city. Aside from this meager equipment
furnished in 1 'IS all additional and replacing of equipment has
been paid for out of the receipts of the Cooking Department,
Cooking is reouired of all girls in the seventh and eighth
graaes and is elective in the ninth grade. The ninth grade girls
electing cooking may take it with "Commercial work" having five
periods per week of homemaking work, or as "Household Arts"
having nine periods per week of home-making work,
ADJsalrJ I STRATI OiM OF TiiiiJ aunJUL Aa Ae .^ iiiCTINa ThE
COOAiiM(i DEPARTMENT
It often happens pupils having cooking twice a week are placed
with others having it five or more periods per week. Although at
first this arrangement may seem to be an obstacle, it really is
an aid to guidance since the advanced pupils in the various skills
1wen
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are given a task and the freedom to follow their own plan to the
completion of the task,
ORCrAiUZA'flODl OF WOi^K iiV THE COOKIrjG JEPAHTiiiEwT
The one room is uniquely divided into units. It serves as
classroorr., cooking room, lunch room and dining room. The activi-
ties belonging to such rooms are carried on "by pupils of the
cooking classes. These activities include the cooking of simple
nutritious food suitable for lunches of puTDils and teachers, the
washing, wiping, ana putting away of dishes, the washing and
rinsing of tea towels, cleaning of stoves, sweeping and dusting,
setting of tables and trays, polishing silver, cleaning metal,
caring for refrigerator and pantry, preparation of menus, taking
orders for lunches from teachers, selling lunch tickets to pupils,
table service and delivery of trays to teachers in various rooms
of the building.
Although cooking is supposed to be the main line of work, the
other activities necessarily carried on in connection with cooking
taught by means Df a lunch room makes the cooking room a "general
shop". By this method as many as fifteen related activities may
be carried on simultaneously. If the girls were taught to do only
cooking and sewing and the so called drudgery was done by someone
else it would provide a very incomplete course for developing skills
and social understanding.
The problem and project methods are admirably adapted for use
in the teaching of home-making activities,
CLASS PROJECTS
The project for classes having a lesson during the first two
periods of the day is the planning and cooking of the complete
i
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lunch, and the doing of related household tasks. Six houselceepers
are appointed at each lesson for the following duties:
1, Care of supplies, supply table, refrigerator and pantry
E. Washing of dishes and care of sink
3, Putting dishes away and keeping closets in order
4. Care of stoves
5, Care of tea towels, tea kettle and matchhoxes
6. Care of room temperature, inspector of housework and
general order of room at close of lesson. The house-
keepers are appointed in rotation. While the house-
keepers are busy the other girls are divided into groups
of two, four or six for cooking. One group preparing
soup, another hiscuits or muffins, another salad or
vegetables, another dessert, another the drink and
arrangement of trays for teachers.
The project for the third and fourth period classes is that
of setting the table, serving at table a small number of teachers,
placing food on trays and serving trays. It also includes after
Innch time the doing of househola tasks for leaving the room in
order. Sweeping and dusting in addition to tasks previously
mentioned are usually accomplished.
Present crowded conditions make necessary having a sixth
period after the regulsr school session. The classes for the fifth
and sixth periods are usually seventh grade pupils. The work
carried on is similar to the work of the first two perioas with
more stress on the household tasks.
The program provides for a change of periods so that most
pupils during the two years of required work are able to practice
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the varied activities offered in different hours.
HOMtC PHOJEUTi:j
A State Bread Cluh consisting of girls from each of the three
grades, mak:e yeast bread, quicic tireaas, simple millc aesserts, plan,
cook and serve meals at home in accordance with the state require-
ments. Club meetings held at the school provide opportunity for
civic activities, some technical knowledge developed by dis-
cussions and a means of stinrulating a better social understanding
of home -making. Reports of work done at home are submitted at
stated times and a story of experience is written by each club
member at the close of the season. Parents of the girls report a
•deep interest in the work, a stronger sense of responsibility and
changed attitudes toward home-making,
SOUXAL aSHViCE
The Parent-Teacher Association meetings furnish opportunities
for pupils to give service in arranging ajid serving refreshments.
This work is usually assigned to third year pupils.
Other activities along this line are the taking of lunch
oraers from teachers, selling ticicets to pupils who buy lunch,
taking of orders for milk to be sent to the homerooms for pupils,
and selling crackers, sandwiches, extra desserts and so forth to
pupils at the lunch counter. Accounts due for teachers* lunches
are also kept by the girls.
Simple "try-outs" are furnished by the many different home-
making activities. This information leads to occupational
discussions. Workers whose occupations are in home-making activi-
ties such as nurse, tea-room manager, dietitian and so forth are
discussed.
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Visits to cafeterias to observe workers in the kitchen,
storerooms ana serving-rooms are made each year. Also visits to
special tea-rooms and one to the "Boston Trade School for Girls"
are made
.
A lin:ited amount of pre-vocational work for late afternoon,
Saturdays and vacations is found for older girls in tea-rooms, in
helping in homes in the preparation and serving of meals, and in
caring for young children. Follow-up work of these girls is
usually done by visits or telephone calls.
In some cases this pre-vocational work has become vocational.
Older girls who found the work in the tea-rooms profitable and
enjoyable but are unable to continue school, have followed that
line of work.
BU
I
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CHAPTER VI
COHPAHISOi^ AS^V CRITIGI^iM Of mSTmODS iMOW IJN USE
COMPLETE VOCATIOiNAL GUIDAITCE DEPARTMEi^T FOR
CITY WITH COUNSELOR IK JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Previously in this thesis the various methods have "been
presented and the values of each given in relation to guidance.
Here, possible conclusions regarding the methods used will he
discussed.
It now appears that vocational guidance is the chief function
of a modern Junior High School and that definite provision should
he made in order that the v/ork should not be neglected. With
school costs as high as at present relatively fev/ cities are like-
ly to adecuately finance a. complete Vocational Cui dance Depart-
ment. IftOiere such a department is not available the problem should
be systematically worked out with the individual school as a unit.
The adoption of this plan calls for recognition of the importance
of the task and the development of effective faculty co-operation,
A steadying and unifying influence must be found in the school
counselor. The principal's duty in this plan is to establish and
maintain such a system. The part he is to take in the actual work
of guidance will be determined largely by the si^.e of the school.
VOCATIONAL GUIDAi^GE CLASSES - OCCUPATIONAL IiNFORRLA.TION
Much effective guidance can be accomplished by the use of the
auditoriums of our modern school buildings. The auditorium makes
possible the presentation to the whole school or to large groups
in the school much material of value as a basis for guidance.
r-I
c
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Assembly programs of an inspirational nature might serve to arouse
amtition and foster idealism. Talks by men and women v/ho have
made a real, if not spectacular, success may te given. The present
school work in debate, dramatization, and programs for special days
have greater value when offered to a large group.
Today better texts are being offered than ever before, giving
vital information about various occupations. Some books have been
published where the information was gained by actual experience in
the work. Where such is the case the book is of great value.
However, the teacher as in all other school subjects is the
most important factor in the work. The guidance counselor must be
widely trained, sympathetic in the understanding of attitudes, a
keen judge of individuals, and a diplomat at all times.
With school costs mounting the tendency today is toward
larger school units. The suburban Junior High School of today
usually enrolls from five hundred to one thousand pupils,
VOCATIONAL GUIDAInCE TKROUG-K STUJENT ACTIVITIES
Under the grammar school organization little pupil activity
except in athletic work was encouraged. Today with our present
Junior High School orgejiizati on many and various activities are
sponsored for the benefit of the many pupils taking part in them.
The single session plan and the new program system of the Junior
High School aias the develoDing of pupil activities.
Today most Junior High Schools provide the following pupil
activities: athletic teams for boys and girls, orchestra, pupils
council, safety council, marshals group, school band, school fife
and drum corps, home room organizations, group gymnastic work. State
c
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supervised household economic cluts and from fifteen to forty
clubs sponsored "by the teachers of the school in various activities.
Most of the groups just mentioned explain hy their name their
purposes and relationships to guidance as a whole. However, a
short explanation of the aims and the relationships to guidance
of the clubs formed by teachers might lead to a saner and better
selection. That school club work may provide a means of greater
avocational opportunity for all pupils is Of vital importance.
Let the work be so organized that true value is given; not the
feeling of "This is the period during the school week that the
puoils are clubbed."
The following is a suggested plan for placing pupils in the
various clubs. The first step is the presenting to each pupil a
definite list of clubs. Two statements then should be made regard-
ing each club. Namely, the chief purpose of it, and the cost of
materials if borne by the pupil. The third step is a home-room
discussion of clubs. Now each puTiil is ready to make a first and
second choice. The pupil* s final assignment is then left to the
vocational counselor. By the use of this method it has been found
possible to place children in the clubs v/hich they wished to join.
The types of pupil activities best suited for school clubs
can be classified under ten heads:
1, Art - including Arts and Crafts, Commercial Design and
Furniture construction
S, Fancy work - including Embroidery, Fancy Bag, Knitting
and Crocheting
3, Foreign language - including Latin, French, Spanish and
Italian
uc
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4. General Science - including Electrical, Radio, Chemistry
and Physics
5. Musical - including Glee, Orchestra, Band and Fife and
Drum Corp
6. Civic - including Current Events, First Aid, Boy Scouts,
Camp Fire Girls, Stamp Clut, Historic Spots and
Trave
1
7. Vocational - including Sewing, Cooking, Woodwork, Metal
work, Bookkeeping, Bread, Millinery, Stenography
and Typewriting
9. Physical Culture - including Athletic, Folk dancing and
Hiking
9. Literature - including Dramatic, Dehating, School Paper,
Readmore, i*a0dern Novel and Newspaper
10. Study
The value of club v/ork to vocational guidance is according to
the definiteness of the aims and the securing of that end by the
pupils. The following remarks from a school survey will tend to
give an idea of v/hat is meant "by aims and v/hat is accomplished by
c luh s
:
1, Comrrercial Design
Aim: To study and practice modern ways of advertising
and illustrating.
Work accomplished: Making of posters for various school
events.
2. Fancy Work
Aim: Improvement of present work and learning new forms
of fancy work.
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Work Accomplished: French knots, tassels, cross stitch,
hemstitching, beading, eyelets, cords, tiexi can
drawn work, embroidery and tatting,
Spanish Club
Aim: Simple Spanish conversation
Work accomplished: Sirple household conversation and
sinple Spanish games.
Radio
Aim: To discuss present radio terms and a study of
various radio parts.
Work accomplished: Radio terms better understood and
the building of modern radio Darts suitable for
present day machines.
Glee Club
Aim: To cultivate a deeper love and appreciation of
good music, and to train in leadership.
Work accomplished: Mastered a few choruses and four
did solo work,
Cairp Fire Girls
Aim: To do a good turn daily, to train for good
citizenship, practical community service.
Work accomplished: First aid work, knot tying, history
of our flag, fire prevention and camp cooking.
Millinery Club
Aim: To make a simple hat well.
Work accomplished: Fifteen winter and four summer hats.
I(
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8. Folk Dancing
Aim: Physical education and grace.
Work accomplished: Dances such as "Reap the Flax",
"The Mountain March", "The Ace of Diamonds" and
the "Oxen Dance",
9, School Paper Club
Aim: "To establish a deep feeling of co-operation and
team work betv/een members of the staff and to
discuss phases of journalism such as editing and
reporting.
"
Work accomplished: Publication of four issues of the
school paper,
10. Study Club
Aini: To give those who wish to improve their scholar-
ship extra time for study in school.
Work accomplished: "Some puTDils have shovm great
improvement, other pupils who work afternoons
and who have very little time for home study
have found this extra time very valuable to them,"
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CHAPTER VII
A PROCtRjU! of aUIDAl^CS FOR JUNIOR iilGil SCHOOLS
Definition of terms used in program of guidance
A. The term "Vocational Guidance" is used in this
program in its widest sense - that is, it will
include any knowledge tending toward "self-
gui dance ,
"
B. The term "Junior High School" to include the
seventh, eighth, and ninth years of a pupils
school life,
C. Vocational Guidance in a Junior High School
Program should function in three ways:
1, To stimulate within each pupil a desire
to reach a worthwhile place in life
through suitable "try-out" courses,
2, To provide guidance in choice of studies
that it may be done wisely for the future
as well as the present,
3, To provide actual contacts v/ith the in-
dustries of the community,
D. How pupils can be best grouped lor Junior High
School guidance work.
1, Pupils who will leave school before
completing the Junior High School grades.
2. Pupils who must work Saturdays and after
school because of economic need in the
home
.
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3. Pupils who will enter employment upon
completion of Puis lie School Courses -
Trade School - High School
4, Pupils expecting to continue in school
after high school graduation,
II. Functions of Junior High School Vocational Guiaance
A, To proviae a knowledge of the courses offered
in the Junior and Senior High School which
will tend to bring wise course selections.
B, To provide plenty of "try-outs" to assist a
pupil in locating his strong interests, where
his "best abilities lie, and what brings forth
his most enjoyable attitude toward life.
C, To present the fields of vocational work
represented in his own community that he realize
the breadth and seriousness of the problem of
"choice of a vocation",
D, To assist puT)ils leaving during the Junior
High School years to knowledge regarding
opportunities offered by the City Evening
Schools, Continuation School, Special Trade
classes which would tend to provide a v/ay of
promotion while working,
E, To encourage the natural choice of vocation by
permitting the pupil to use knowleage of the
same applied to school assignments.
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F. To "bring to the pmil the thought that
discipline in school and world is the under-
standing of the many in matters of self-conduct
for the best interests of all concerned,
G. To develop within the pupil by the instruction
in school subjects the formation of correct
habits used by society,
H. To provide opr)ortuni ties for training in
judging situations similar to those found in
society.
Ill, Ways by which guidance may be realized
A. April introduction
1. Junior High School opportunity booklet
by sixth grade pupils,
2, Conferences between sixth grade puoils
and Junior High School vocational guidance
counselor,
5, Vocational guidance v/eek throughout the
school system.
B, School opportunities of the community
1. What our school offers in the seventh and
eighth grades, for seventh grade pupils
2. What our school offers in the eighth and
ninth grades, for eighth grade pupils.
3. What our high school offers and what
similar local private schools offer, for
ninth grade pupils
8 J
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Study of occupations
1, Classroom relationships
S, Shop relationships
3, Civic classes in study of occupations
4, Vocational visits to local industries
5, Visits to trade schools
Socializing Units
1. Permitting pupils to participate in the
organizing ana administration of school
2, Special activities to promote right think-
ing
3, Programs for special occasions planned lay
pupils under teacher guidance
4. Vocational clubs or activities which tend
tov/ard a vocation
Counseling
1. Group counseling
a. To provide study of general as well
as special study of local occupations
"b. To provide a laiowleage of various
schools and what is offered in each
one
.
c. To provide an understanding as to
his relationship to nis fellow
workers.
d. To provide a means of bringing to
pupils attention city civic
organizations and their purposes.
1/
(
I
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e. To provide booklets for study on tne
preparation for any occupation.
2, Counseling with individual
a. To provide wise counseling at
critical stages of pupil's life,
such as, when changing schools,
changing course or leaving school,
1). To aid pupil in solving his interests
and at the same time consider his
economic situation.
c. For consideration of new developments
in home, school, or factory.
d. To study success or failure of "try-
out" courses.
F. Placement
1. To provide wise counsel for those pupils
who "because of economic home conditions
need to enter work.
2. To place them where there is good oppor-
tunity for advancement and yet the work
is suited to the qualifications of the
individuals.
3. To provide opportunity for replacement or
adjustments after beginning to work.
4. To provide a knowledge for those v/orking
of the changing conditions in industry and
of new school opportunities.
II
I
j
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